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Introduction

One of the five Theravada Buddhist majority countries in the world, Myanmar, that started undergoing a democratic transition from 2011 onwards, has suffered serious violent and non-violent interreligious conflicts in the past seven years. The conflicts have affected the state of freedom of religion in general and peaceful interreligious coexistence between the Buddhist majority and Muslim minorities across the country in particular. Religion has re-emerged as a potent source of power, identity, and contentious politics in recent years, affecting how religious matters have been dealt with by the state. Hence, this study looks at the state of freedom of religion, the role of the state, Buddhist-Muslim relations, and other aspects and patterns of interreligious co-existence between and among religious communities in Myanmar.

Religion, religious freedom,¹ and interreligious relations in Myanmar are not purely legal matters. Analysis of the existing Myanmar legal corpus relating to religion, religious freedom, and interreligious relations will neither suffice nor paint a complete picture of inter-religious relations and religious freedom or lack thereof in the country. Legal, social, political, ethnic/racial, and religious aspects of those issues should be considered in tandem. This report, therefore, lays out Myanmar’s current legal framework relating to religion, followed by a social and political analysis. The report is focused on Buddhist-Muslim relations in recent years and their adverse impact on religious freedom, as they have proven to be most problematic and conflict-prone in recent years. However, to provide a rather comprehensive and nuanced picture of the state of freedom of religion in Myanmar, issues relating to other religious communities, including those that are affiliated with the majority religion, i.e. Buddhism, are also discussed to a certain extent.

This study relies on the constitution, other laws, parliamentary proceedings, international and local human rights reports, academic writings, policy papers, and media reports. Due to its broad focus, it does not follow the usual format of country reports on religious freedom that list rights relating to religious freedom—

---

¹ Freedom of religion or belief constitutes an important part of international human rights law. This report does not discuss in detail the international legal standards for religious freedom. For a backgrounder on international standards on freedom of religion or belief, see http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/FreedomReligion/Pages/Standards.aspx.
most importantly freedom to adopt, renounce, and change religion, freedom from religious coercion, and freedom to manifest a religion—as well as discrimination and persecution of a person or group of persons regarding those three rights. Instead, it looks at broader social, political, and cultural aspects of religious freedom and inter-religious relations in Myanmar. Without necessarily viewing what has happened to religious conflicts as inter-communal, i.e. only involving Buddhists and Muslims, the role of the state as the most important player from start to finish—or state responsibility—is highlighted throughout the report. It is acknowledged that state responsibility, which is a key principle in international law, often finds itself against state sovereignty, which is another key principle in international law; however, it is accepted that states bear the responsibility to respect, protect, and fulfil human rights including religious freedom. In terms of coverage, although what happened in colonial Burma took place in the twentieth century and early post-independence years, the report focuses on recent decades from the 1990s onwards and on the contemporary context of Myanmar in transition.

The report consists of six chapters. The first chapter looks at definitions of religion and community provided in the constitution of Myanmar and presents religious demographics of the country. The second discusses constitutional and other legal provisions for freedom of religion and peaceful interreligious relations. The third looks at state practices relating to religious freedom and religious communities as well as inter-communal relations. The fourth traces Buddhist nationalism in colonial Burma and discusses how it has re-emerged at different times and impacted interreligious relations. The fifth analyzes legal and non-legal responses from the state and the civil society to interreligious violence and tensions in contemporary Myanmar. The sixth presents conclusions and recommendations.

---


Chapter 1
Definitions and Religious Landscape of Myanmar

1.1 Definitions of ‘religion’ and ‘community’

The present constitution of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar (hereafter ‘the 2008 constitution’ or ‘the constitution’) and other existing laws do not define ‘religion’ and ‘community’. However, there is one definition in the previous constitutional corpus. The 1961 Constitution (Third Amendment) Act defines batha or batha-sasana as Buddhism, Islam, Christianity, Hinduism and Animism. The 2008 constitution uses Buddha-batha-sasana, Islam-batha-sasana, Hindu-batha-sasana, and Christian-batha-sasana, and Nat-ko-kwel-tho-batha. Interchangeably, batha or batha-sasana basically means religion or faith. So, the five terms mean the religion of Buddhism, that of Islam, that of Hinduism, that of Christianity, and that of Animism.

However, the last census conducted in 2014 provided a choice of seven religions—Buddhist, Christian, Islam, Hindu, Animist, Other Religion, and No Religion. In light of the fact that Buddhism, Islam, Hinduism, Christianity, and Animism are not defined, the inclusion of Animism is interesting. The unofficial English translation of the present constitution provided by the Myanmar government—Myanmar is the official language and constitutional interpretation must be based on the Myanmar text—uses Animism with a capital letter most probably to give it equal recognition as it does to the other four religions. ‘Sasana’ is not suffixed to Nat-ko-kwel-tho-batha as it is to the other four probably because of lack of foundational canons, prescribed and organized practices, and demarcated communities of believers under the banner of the named faith or religion.

Although ‘community’ is not defined, the framing of Buddhism as the religion adhered to by the majority people by the 2008 constitution effectively creates a majority Buddhist community. The constitution states:

---

5 Constitution of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar (hereafter constitution), ss 361-2.
7 Constitution, s 540.
8 Constitution, s 452.
The Union recognizes special position of Buddhism as the faith professed by the great majority of the citizens of the Union.\textsuperscript{9}

Widespread understanding at both the governmental and societal levels of Buddhism in Myanmar as Theravada has led to characterization of non-Theravada teachings and practices as deviant and punishable—to be seen in detail below. In spite of the lack of identification by the constitution of other religions, i.e. Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, and Animism, or communities affiliated with those religions as minority ones, its construction of Buddhists as the majority community carries an underlying communal connotation implying that non-Buddhists are minorities. Also, the constitution has a section that uses ‘religious communities’\textsuperscript{10}—to be discussed below—without specifying any particular religious communities, Buddhist or non-Buddhist. Now, we will see demographics of those religious communities.

\subsection*{1.2 Religious landscape of Myanmar}

Table 1 shows sizes of Buddhists, Christians, Muslims, Animists, Hindus, people of other faiths, and people of no religion and their growth rates from 1973 through 2014.\textsuperscript{11} Buddhists have been and remain the majority whereas the proportion of Muslim and Christian populations has slightly increased. At subnational level, as shown in Table 2, Buddhists also constitute absolute majorities in all seven regions, five states, and Nay Pyi Taw. Three facts are worth noting. First, Christians are the absolute majority in Chin State alone whereas they are almost half the Buddhist community in Kayah State. Second, despite popular opinion that the Kachin are predominantly Christian and Kachin State a Christian-dominated state, Buddhists are still an absolute majority.

Thirdly, the percentage of Muslims stated in Table 2 is lower than 4.3 per cent stated in Table 1 because the census did not count ‘Rohingya’\textsuperscript{12} Muslims who are

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{9} Constitution, s 361.
  \item \textsuperscript{10} Constitution, s 364.
  \item \textsuperscript{11} The last census was conducted in 2014 and the previous two in 1973 and 1983 respectively with a 33-year gap between the last two.
  \item \textsuperscript{12} The controversy over the name ‘Rohingya’ has been a heated one in recent years in Myanmar that has effectively blocked any meaningful discussions on the issue. Whereas the international community and the Rohingya themselves insist that they have the right to self-identification, the Myanmar side has been adamant that there is no such name in the history of Myanmar and ‘Bengali’ or ‘Muslims in/from Rakhine State’ ought to be used to refer to the people. ‘Rohingya’ is used throughout this paper for two main reasons: firstly, in respect of their right to self-identification; and secondly, for better recognition.
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
a-million-strong community. The larger percentage was obtained after the people who were not counted were estimated and included in the calculation. Likewise, the odd percentage of an absolute Buddhist majority in Rakhine State in Table 2 was caused by the non-inclusion of the Rohingya. When their population was counted, Rakhine State would have become the only state/region in Myanmar where Muslims constitute almost half the (Rakhine) Buddhist population.

Table 1: Religious Demography in 1973, 1983, and 2014 Censuses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Union</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buddhist</td>
<td>88.8</td>
<td>89.4</td>
<td>87.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muslim</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindu</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animist</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Religion</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Religion</td>
<td>less than 0.1</td>
<td>less than 0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Distribution of Religious Demography across States and Regions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State/Region</th>
<th>Buddhist</th>
<th>Christian</th>
<th>Muslim</th>
<th>Hindu</th>
<th>Animist</th>
<th>Other Religion</th>
<th>No Religion</th>
<th>Non-counted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Union</td>
<td>89.8</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1,206,353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kachin</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>46,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayah</td>
<td>49.9</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayin</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>69,753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chin</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon</td>
<td>92.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rakhine</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1,090,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shan</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sagaing</td>
<td>92.2</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanintharyi</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bago</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magway</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandalay</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yangon</td>
<td>91.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayeyawady</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nay Pyi Taw</td>
<td>96.8</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14 Ibid., p. 3.
Chapter 2:
Constitutional and Other Legal Provisions for Freedom of Religion and Peaceful Interreligious Relations

2.1 Constitutional provisions

To guarantee freedom of religion, the constitution states:

Every citizen is equally entitled to freedom of conscience and the right to freely profess and practise religion subject to public order, morality or health and to the other provisions of this Constitution.\(^{15}\)

The constitution also prohibits discrimination based on religion:

The Union shall not discriminate any citizen of the Republic of the Union of Myanmar, based on race, birth, religion, official position, status, culture, sex and wealth.\(^{16}\)

Contradictory to the freedom of religion that is recognized in principle as stated above, the constitution also recognizes religions by name and affirms the state’s commitment to their protection and assistance:

The Union recognizes special position of Buddhism as the faith professed by the great majority of the citizens of the Union.\(^{17}\)

The Union also recognizes Christianity, Islam, Hinduism and Animism as the religions existing in the Union at the day of the coming into operation of this Constitution.\(^{18}\)

The Union may assist and protect the religions it recognizes to its utmost.\(^{19}\)

---

15 Constitution, s 34.
16 Constitution, s 348.
17 Constitution, s 361.
18 Constitution, s 362.
19 Constitution, s 363.
Reading between the lines, the first two sections imply constitutional inequality between Buddhism recognized as the special religion professed by the majority and the other four religions. This special position clause has not been explicitly invoked by the government and the Buddhist majority in recent years since the constitution was promulgated in 2008 or came into operation on 31 January 2011. Since Buddhism is considered to be a dominant religion demographically, socially, and politically, its legality seems overlooked or unnecessary. And, due to the way the constitution was drafted and passed at the behest of the previous military regime (State Law and Order Restoration Council (SLORC)/State Peace and Development Council (SPDC)) (1988-2011), there was no public debate—agreement or disagreement—on this special position clause. So, there is no public awareness—yet—of the clause and its potential use in the promotion of the dominant religion and perhaps discriminating against minority religions.

All these three constitutional sections, i.e. Sections 361-3, assert that the state only recognizes Buddhism, Islam, Christianity, Hinduism, and Animism as religions and shall only protect them. It effectively creates a legal vacuum for other faiths, teachings, and practices that may be unaffiliated with or not strictly aligning themselves with each of the five said religions, as will be seen in the case of Buddhist sects and new, small Christian denominations—as will be seen in detailed discussions below. Importantly, although it guarantees freedom of religion in general, the constitution neither recognizes nor protects freedom from religion that has also been recognized as part of the right to religious freedom.20

However vague they are, these definitions imply that religion in public law and life according to the constitution of Myanmar is more predominantly viewed as group or communal practices and/or rights rather than individual ones to religious freedom. Individual rights to religious freedom is explicitly recognized, protected, and promoted in international law—especially in Art. 18 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Art. 18 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and the Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Intolerance and of Discrimination Based on Religion or Belief. As will be seen below in several examples

of within-religion conflicts and controversies in Myanmar, this prioritization of religious rights as that of groups over that of individuals is prone to contradiction and conflict in practice because “the group can stand in conflict not only with non-members but also with its members and its own dissenting subgroups.”

After general religion-related freedoms are guaranteed, they are concurrently limited by the constitution. Besides the usual conditions of public order, morality, health, and other constitutional provisions mentioned above, the constitution imposes additional limits:

(a) The freedom of religious right given in Section 34 shall not include any economic, financial, political or other secular activities that may be associated with religious practice.

(b) The freedom of religious practice so guaranteed shall not debar the Union from enacting law for the purpose of public welfare and reform.

All these provisions, conditions, and restrictions are vague. Substantive interpretation, commentary and reviews of these sections have not been requested from or provided by the Constitutional Tribunal of the Union of Myanmar that is empowered to do the task. Among the conditions, ‘economic, financial, political and other secular activities’ associated with the practice of a particular religion sounds especially extensive and restricting. Probably linked with the prohibition of ‘secular’ activities, use/misuse/abuse of religion in politics is expressly prohibited by the constitution:

The abuse of religion for political purposes is forbidden. Moreover, any act which is intended or is likely to promote feelings of hatred, enmity or discord between racial or religious communities or sects is contrary to this Constitution. A law may be promulgated to punish such activity.

---

22 Constitution, s 360.
23 Constitution, s 46.
24 Constitution, s 364.
Sec 364 is important for two reasons: firstly, it forbids political use/misuse/abuse of religion; and secondly, it prohibits causing or promoting hatred, enmity or discord between religious communities and or sects. Notably, this is the only section that states ‘religious communities’ in the constitution, which has 457 sections. But, the constitution is not the only legal document that provides for peace and harmony between religious communities although it is the ‘Basic Law of all the laws of the Union’.25 Several existing legal documents exist for that purpose as discussed below.

2.2 Other legal provisions

Religious freedom may be realized when a state not only protects freedoms of religions and religious communities but also prevents intra- and inter-religious disharmony and conflict through criminal sanctions. The Penal Code of Myanmar criminalizes written and spoken words, symbols, graphics, sounds, gestures, and acts to protect classes of religions and religious communities from religious insult and outrage. For example, Sections 153 (a), 295 (a), and 298 of the Penal Code (1861) state:

Whoever by words, either spoken or written, or by signs, or by visible representations, or otherwise, promotes or attempts to promote feelings of enmity or hatred between different classes of persons resident in the Union shall be punished with imprisonment which may extend to two years, or with fine, or with both.

Whoever, with deliberate and malicious intention of outraging the religious feelings of any class of persons dent in the Union by words, either spoken or written, or by visible representations, insults or attempts to insult the religion or the religious beliefs of that class, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to two years, or with fine, or with both.

Whoever, with the deliberate intention of wounding the religious feelings of any person, utters any word or makes any sound in the hearing of that person or makes any gesture in the sight of that person or places any object

25 Constitution, s 449.
in the sight of that person, shall be punished with imprisonment of either
description for a term which may be extended to one year, or with fine or
with both.

Another group of provisions from the Penal Code is also important because many,
if not most, episodes of interreligious violence that have occurred in Myanmar have
resulted in partial or complete destruction of religious buildings, assemblies, and
burial places, especially mosques. They are as follows:

295. Whoever destroys, damages or defiles any place of worship, or any object
held sacred by any class or person with the intention of thereby insulting the
religion of any of person or with the knowledge that any class of likely to
consider such destruction, damage or defilement as insult to their religion,
shall be punished with either description for a term which may extend to two
years or with fine, or with both.

295A. Whoever, with deliberate and malicious intention of outraging the
religious feelings of any class of [persons dent in the Union] by words,
either spoken or written, or by visible representations, insults or attempts
to insult the religion or the religious beliefs of that class, shall be punished
with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to two
years, or with fine, or with both.

296. Whoever voluntarily causes disturbance to assembly lawfully engaged
in the performance of the religious worship or religious ceremonies shall
be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may
extend to one year, or with fine, or with both

297. Whoever, with the intention of wounding the feelings of any person or of
insulting the religion of any person, or with the knowledge that the feelings
of any person are likely to be wounded, or that the religion of any person is
likely to be insulted thereby, commits any trespass in any place of worship, or
any place of sepulture, or any place set apart for the performance of funeral
rites or as depository for the remains of the dead, or offers any indignity to any human corpse, or causes disturbance to any persons assembled for the performance of funeral ceremonies, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to one year, or with fine, or with both.

These sections show that violations of certain freedoms of religious communities are punishable by criminal law and the about-160-year-old Penal Code protects religious freedom to a certain extent, regardless of how and whether they have been fully used or enforced to protect religious freedom. Besides these legal aspects and instruments that have often proven to be ineffective in protecting religious freedom, there are important state practices, social norms, and social practices in Myanmar that affect religious freedom and interreligious relations that I turn to below.
Chapter 3:
State Practices Relating to Religious Freedom, and Interreligious Relations

In Myanmar where there has not been a proper, functioning system of the rule of law for decades and the state has reigned supreme, state practices are equally—if not more so—important as the legal ones considered above. The state has generally been seen to be ineffective or complicit when religious or religiously expressed violence occurred in recent decades during the military rule under SLORC/SPDC. Also, from 2012 through 2015 when interreligious tensions were extremely high, the three branches of the government—i.e. the executive, the legislature, and the judiciary—proved to be unwilling, ineffective, or inefficient to assert the rights to religious freedom as provided for and protected by law. However, the state remains to be the most important actor in protecting religious freedom and religious communities.

Deeply involved in guaranteeing freedom of religion and interreligious peace and harmony is the role of the state—whether it is the SLORC/SPDC military regime, the pseudo-civilian Union Solidarity and Development Party (USDP) regime led by President Thein Sein (2011-16) or the democratically elected civilian National League for Democracy (NLD) regime led by State Counsellor Aung San Suu Kyi. Hence, this section looks at how the state has acted or practiced relating to religious freedom and inter-communal relations.

3.1 State-Buddhist relations

3.1.1 Military Regime-Buddhist relations (1990s-2000s)

As the majority community, Buddhists have not faced any major hurdles in privately and publicly practicing their religion. Even when the state does not directly fund public Buddhist events and activities, it provides moral and administrative support as was seen in Myanmar under the military in the 1990s and 2000s. This blanket generalization does not apply to two groups whose various human rights, including

religious freedom, may be said to have been violated by the military: political monks and non-orthodox Buddhist sects/groups.

Annual reports of the United States Commission on International Religious Freedom (USCIRF) and several other human rights reports have chronicled in detail instances and cases of hundreds of Buddhist monks who participated in public protests and led their own protests against the military regime in 1988, 1990s and 2000s who were disrobed, tortured, imprisoned, not allowed back into their previous monasteries, and forced to leave the country or monastic order. Because the military did not repress non-political monks and even lavishly supported several senior, prominent monks, it calls into question the practice of documenting such cases as violations of religious freedom per se as it is often done by USCIRF reports. Whether these cases are literally violations of religious freedom of those anti-military Buddhist monks or repression of political dissidents regardless of their monkhood is difficult to decide. Non-governmental organizations such as the Assistance Association for Political Prisoners (AAPP) based previously in Chiang Mai, Thailand and now in Myanmar and other Myanmar-based human rights groups include such monks in their list of political prisoners implying that their rights to personal integrity, rather than their religious freedom rights, have been violated.

An often-overlooked but directly related case is repression by the government and orthodox Buddhist monks of unorthodox sects, teachings, and practices that Myanmar has had for centuries since the times of Burmese kings. However, British colonization (1885-1948) brought about a drastic change in the ways the monastic order in general and so-called deviant sects in particular were regulated. The British largely stayed aloof from actively regulating the order although political sections

---


within it against the colonial regime were dealt with as a political matter in a harsh manner.\textsuperscript{31} Most of the monks who were neither actively political nor expressly anti-British were just allowed to stay free from the hand of the state so long as they did not commit crimes that were to be dealt with by secular laws. This resulted in a widespread moral decay and lax observance of Sangha rules within the order.\textsuperscript{32}

The parliamentary democratic government led by U Nu since independence in 1948 tried to regain control of the disorderly Sangha and reintroduce strict rules, but largely in vain.\textsuperscript{33} It was only in 1980 the state could regain control when the State Sangha Maha Nayaka Council—commonly known as Ma Ha Na after its Myanmar acronym—was formed as the Supreme Sangha administrative, legislative, and judiciary body that promised to work with the government in regulating the Sangha as necessary.\textsuperscript{34} Although these developments generally led to better monastic organization and discipline, Ma Ha Na has purified Sāsanā as they see fit by declaring those teachings, practices, and groups deviant and consequently illegal whenever the council deems them deviant from Theravada orthodoxy.

As of 2014, there were twenty-one decisions handed down by special tribunals formed by Ma Ha Na\textsuperscript{35} or by the council itself against cases of alleged deviance in terms of teaching/ideology and practice, as can be seen in Table 3. None of those tribunal and council decisions—that were final—found the accused innocent. Consequently, the guilty must stop preaching and distributing those deviant teachings and practising improper conduct. To date, except Moepyar U Nyana—whose case will be discussed in detail below—none of the accused/guilty has disobeyed the decisions of Ma Ha Na and its tribunals.

\textsuperscript{32} Mendelson, Sangha and State; Smith, Religion and Politics.
\textsuperscript{33} Smith, Religion and Politics.
\textsuperscript{35} For details of the formation and workings of the tribunals, see Janaka Ashin and Kate Crosby, “Heresy and Monastic Malpractice in the Buddhist Court Cases (Vinicchaya) of Modern Burma (Myanmar),” \textit{Contemporary Buddhism: An Interdisciplinary Journal} 18(1) (2017), pp. 199-261.
### Table 3: List of Deviant Sects and Teachings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Deviant Sect Name</th>
<th>Vinaya Special Tribunal (ST)</th>
<th>Year of Judgement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Kyaukthinbaw Vāda</td>
<td>ST 1</td>
<td>1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Luthe Luphyit Uokkatha Vāda, Sama dithi Sutesana Vāda, Shwe Abhidhamma Vāda</td>
<td>ST 2</td>
<td>1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Kyaungpan Tawya Vāda</td>
<td>ST 3</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Kyaukpon Tawya Vāda</td>
<td>ST 4</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Teachings of U Nyānasagi</td>
<td>Ma Ha Na’s decision</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Teachings of Sule U Myint Thein’s Theravāda</td>
<td>Ma Ha Na’s decision</td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>U Myat Thein Tun’s Vāda</td>
<td>Ma Ha Na’s decision</td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>U Marlarvara (Yaytashay) Vāda</td>
<td>ST 5</td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Dhammaniti Vāda</td>
<td>ST 6</td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Moenyo (North Okkalapa) Vāda</td>
<td>ST 7</td>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Htuntone Lakkyan U Htin’s Vāda</td>
<td>ST 8</td>
<td>1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Twante U Punnyasara’s Vāda</td>
<td>ST 9</td>
<td>1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Mawlamyine Shwe War Myaing Kyaung Vāda</td>
<td>ST 10</td>
<td>1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Sankalay Vāda</td>
<td>ST 11</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Moegok Vinissaya</td>
<td>ST 12</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Bhikkhuni Vāda</td>
<td>ST 13</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Two Mistakes in Ten-Day Special Course</td>
<td>ST 14</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Moenynin U Khemeinda &amp; U Vicittasara-bivamsa’s Vāda</td>
<td>ST 15</td>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Myitkyina U Vicittasarabivamsa’s Vāda</td>
<td>ST 16</td>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Moeyyar Sect Vāda</td>
<td>ST 17</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Teachings from ‘Liberation from 31 Planes of Existence VCD’</td>
<td>ST 18</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.1.2 State-Buddhist relations (2010s)

The contemporary context of state-Buddhist relations is less controversial than before. The only thorny issue—that was actually carried from the 1980s—is the case of Moeyyar U Nyana (also known as Shin Nyana or Shin Moeyyar)\(^{36}\) who was only released from prison as part of a presidential amnesty given in January 2016.\(^{37}\) His

---

\(^{36}\) This section heavily draws upon Nyi Nyi Kyaw (forthcoming), "Regulating Buddhism in Myanmar: The Case of Deviant Buddhist Sects," in Jaclyn Neo, Arif Jamal and Daniel Goh (eds.), *Regulating Religion in Asia: Norms, Modes and Challenges* (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press).

case provides rare but important evidence of the influence of Theravada orthodoxy and purity promoted by Ma Ha Na and buttressed by state power. It deviates from a general pattern of peaceful settlement between Ma Ha Na and the sects as long as the latter obey the decisions of the tribunals and Ma Ha Na to disown their beliefs and practices and discontinue proselytization.

In the 2010s, the case of Moepyar U Nyana received attention from the international human rights advocacy community due to excessive and chronic punishments that have been meted out to the leader of the sect. Although the Special Tribunal 17 formed by Ma Ha Na only passed judgement on 15 November 2011 that the teachings of the Moepyar Sect are deviant, its leader U Nyana had had a long-running feud with Ma Ha Na at least since 1981. U Nyana learned Theravada Buddhism as a monk for years at several prominent teaching monasteries across Myanmar. In the early 1980s, he started claiming that he had reached the stage of ariya or holiness by seeing the truth. He even informed the one-year-old Ma Ha Na in 1981 of his ariya-hood that found it unconvincing. Ma Ha Na decided that U Nyana had violated one of the four Pārājikas by falsely claiming that he had supernatural abilities. But, Buddha did not dictate any punishments against such acts. Probably for that reason, Ma Ha Na did not do anything against him in the first place.

Dissatisfied and estranged, U Nyana disowned both Theravada Buddhism and monkhood, informed the state and Ma Ha Na of his decision, and started donning a blue dress. From 10 February 1983, he established a new vāda namely Piccuppan Kamma Vāda Buddha Batha which he started preaching. Yet, many of his followers still treated him as a monk. Then, an opportunity came for Ma Ha Na to take legal action, with the help of the state, against him who had proven disobedient. Sections 5 and 9 of the newly enacted Law to Protect Solution of Cases and Conflicts in Accordance with the Rules of the Order (1983) state that a person must never impersonate as a monk or novice and those in breach of the prohibition may be

---

39 According to the Vinaya, the four Pārājikas are the four most serious offences—sexual-intercourse, murder, major-theft, or falsely claiming supernormal abilities. The highest punishment for violating one or more of them is defeat or ex-communication. Once a monk is ex-communicated due to his violations of any of the Pārājikas, he may never be allowed to re-enter the monkhood.
imprisoned for three years. U Nyana was imprisoned under those sections in 1984 and released in 1986. Then, he was arrested again and imprisoned for ten years in 1991 under Section 5 (e) of the *Emergency Provisions Act (1950)*[^39] that criminalizes the alleged spread of false news knowing that it is not true. He was released from prison for the second time in 1998.

U Nyana continued to preach and obtained followers who reportedly numbered a thousand or so. It was in 2010 that he met the same fate. This time he was imprisoned for twenty years in total under Sections 295 and 295 (a) of the Penal Code (two years each), Section 6 of the *Law relating to Forming of Organizations (1988)* (five years), Section 10 of the *Law to Protect Solution of Cases and Conflicts in Accordance with the Rules of the Order* (five years), and Sections 12 and 13 of the *Law Relating to the Sangha Organization (1990)* (three years each). His several attempts for appeal, presidential pardon, and a writ of certiorari from the Supreme Court all failed.[^41] He was eventually released from prison in January 2016 by which time he was already seventy-seven years old. U Nyana and his followers found their sect in a new political and social context in Myanmar that is now ruled by a democratically elected government led by State Counsellor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi. So, the sect did not discontinue its activities which again brought *Ma Ha Na*’s wrath down on it. *Ma Ha Na* sought to take legal action against U Nyana and his followers and asked the Ministry of Religious Affairs and Culture to act upon its decision. The President’s Office accordingly issued an order to governments of states and regions to help the ministry with the task because the sect is largely based in the Mandalay Region, with followers across the country. But as of March 2017, the case had been pending.[^42]

The case of the Moepyar sect tells us two main things. Firstly, *Ma Ha Na* demands complete obedience from the sects. Secondly, despite its peaceful actions

[^39]: The notorious law was frequently used by the military regime in the 1990s and 2000s to uproot and punish dissent. One of the first legal moves taken by the NLD government was repeal of the act by enacting the *Law Repealing the Emergency Provisions Act (2016)*. The act was most notorious among ex-political prisoners, many of whom were arrested and imprisoned under it and became members of parliament after the 2015 November general elections.


against other sects that willingly or unwillingly obeyed its decisions against them, it can be vengeful if one defies the council. Whether the state organs will again impose another prison sentence upon U Nyana and his followers in the new political climate seems uncertain. But the fact that Ma Ha Na did not let U Nyana and his sect do what they would have wanted to do and the state acceded to its demand to penalize the sect on behalf of the council strongly suggests that deviance as interpreted by Ma Ha Na and its tribunals is still a religious crime in Myanmar and the state will cooperate with the council to punish such crimes.

3.2 State/Buddhist-Muslim relations

3.2.1 Military regime-Muslim relations (1990s-2000s)

State-religious minority relations were generally thorny between the state under SLORC/SPDC and Muslims. Of the total population, Muslims only constitute 4.3 per cent (if Rohingya are included) or 2.3 per cent (if Rohingya are excluded) but they are a diverse community in terms of ethnicity, origin, and citizenship. Although different groups have had different relations with the state in the 1990s and 2000s, it is not wrong to generalize that the state used to treat Muslims as a homogenous group due to their common religious identity by rekindling colonial-era xenophobia.

Xenophobic anti-Muslim sentiments originated in colonial Burma in the early twentieth century. Emerging as a nativist or pro-native response to a great amount of Hindus and Muslims migrating from India to colonial Burma in the late nineteenth century and the first half of the twentieth century, xenophobia then had anti-colonial, racial, anti-(im)migrant, class, demographic, gendered, and religious dimensions. Hundreds of thousands of Indian migrant workers largely took up jobs in the colonial administration and low-skilled sectors, thereby making natives find themselves in the lower strata of colonial Burmese society dominated by the British at the top and Indians in the middle- and low-skilled positions.

These anti-colonial, racial, anti-(im)migrant, class, and demographic dimensions of native resentment against Indian migrants was further fuelled by allegedly prevalent cohabitation and/or intermarriage between Indian men (both
Hindus and Muslims) and Burmese Buddhist women. Because Hindu and Muslim personal laws do not recognize Hindu and Muslim men’s intimate relationships with Buddhist women, several Buddhist women found themselves disadvantaged in recognition of marriage, inheritance, and child custody upon divorce. This gendered Indophobia led to feelings of emasculation of Burmese [Buddhist] men and discrimination of Burmese [Buddhist] women. It eventually resulted in a special act—Buddhist Women’s Special Marriage and Succession Act (1939)—that stipulates that those interracial/interreligious relationships must be considered as legal marriage and succession, inheritance and child custody decided according to the Myanmar customary law. The act was replaced in 1954 by the revised Buddhist Women’s Special Marriage and Inheritance Act. In the meantime, Indophobia of earlier decades that did not distinguish between Hindus and Muslims had gradually become more Islamophobic than it was Indophobic.

Those colonial ultra-nationalist and anti-so-called immigrant discourses—that were not publicized by the democratic parliamentary government led by the Anti-Fascist People’s Freedom League (1948-62)—re-emerged in socialist Burma (1962-88) under the Revolutionary Council (RC)/Burma Socialist Programme Party (BSPP) led by the highly xenophobic Ne Win. Ne Win would often scapegoat and blame peoples of alien origin such as Chinese and Indians whenever he faced socio-economic and political hardships largely caused by Burma’s self-imposed isolation from the international community and economic mismanagement.

Ne Win’s xenophobia was inherited by the SLORC officer corps who took power in 1988. This time, most probably due to the closeness to China of the

45 I use ‘so-called immigrant’ here because most, if not all, the alleged colonial-era immigrants who had remained in independent Burma had become citizens in the 1950s and 1960s. So, they were literally citizens by the 1990s.
46 On a side note, in his political biography of Ne Win, Robert H Taylor questions the socialist military dictator Ne Win’s widely assumed xenophobia by claiming that the dictator was friendly with foreign countries, travelled across the world, and had a personal Indian cook and valet. See Robert H Taylor, General Ne Win: A Political Biography (ISEAS-Yusof Ishak Institute 2015), pp. 366-7.
globally estranged military government and Bamarization\textsuperscript{48}-cum-Theravādization of Myanmar citizens of Chinese ancestry many of whom had previously practiced Confucianism, Taoism, or Mahayana Buddhism,\textsuperscript{49} the new nationalist discourse launched by the SLORC/SPDC regime targeted Western powers such as US and UK on the one hand and Muslims on the other hand.\textsuperscript{50} These two-pronged xenophobic and neo-anticolonial narratives became highly effective in creating a new anti-Muslim discourse reconstructed from its predecessor in colonial and socialist Burma.\textsuperscript{51} Muslims were portrayed as unwanted residues brought by British colonizers\textsuperscript{52} who initially harmed economic interests but increasingly affected racial, cultural and religious identity of natives due to their size, alien culture, and religion.\textsuperscript{53}

The anti-Muslim discourse was reinforced by the second Rohingya refugee exodus to Bangladesh in the late 1980s and early 1990s whom SLORC portrayed as colonial-era illegal and undocumented immigrants. But they were received back amidst international pressures.\textsuperscript{54} The anti-Muslim discourse reached a climax when the Ministry of Immigration and Population (MIP) was established in June 1995. MIP uses an official motto: \textit{Mye-myo-yywe Lu-myo-yya Lu-myo-yyak Lu-myo-hmaw Lu-myo-yyak-mi} (A Landslide does not Submerge a Race, but Another Race Does!): that prophesies that Buddhism and Buddhists in Myanmar shall vanish if migration of a foreign race, i.e. Muslims, is not controlled.\textsuperscript{55} In the late 1980s through the 2000s, a series of anti-Muslim violence occurred: Taunggyi and Pyay (1988); Mandalay, Yangon, Sagaing, and Kayin (1997); Sittwe (February 2001); Taungoo (May 2001); Pyay (October 2001); and Pegu (October 2001).\textsuperscript{56}

\textsuperscript{48} Bamarization used to be known as Burmanization because the Bamar ethnic majority who are predominantly Buddhist were often called the Burman by the British colonial government and writers. However, I prefer Bamarization to Burmanization because I use Bamar.

\textsuperscript{49} Nyi Nyi Kyaw, "Adulteration."

\textsuperscript{50} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{51} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{52} Nyi Nyi Kyaw (forthcoming), "The Role of Myth in Anti-Muslim Buddhist Nationalism in Myanmar," in Michael Jerryson and Iselin Frydenlund (eds.). \textit{Buddhist-Muslim Encounters in South and Southeast Asia}.

\textsuperscript{53} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{54} Nyi Nyi Kyaw, "Unpacking the Presumed Statelessness of Rohingyas," \textit{Journal of Immigrant and Refugee Studies} 15 (3) (2017), pp. 269-86.

\textsuperscript{55} Nyi Nyi Kyaw, "The Role of Myth."

All of them were sparked by rumors and/or alleged actual events of a Muslim man or men’s sexual abuse of a Buddhist woman, marriage with a Buddhist woman and her conversion to Islam allegedly by force during marriage, Muslims’ blasphemous activities, and quarrels or fights between Muslims and Buddhists. The state’s direct involvement or complicity is widely suspected and well documented. All resulted in Muslim properties and mosques attacked, destroyed, and burned. The same causes would ignite another round of interreligious violence in the 2010s.

3.2.2 State/Buddhist-Muslim relations (2010s)

Buddhist-Muslim relations had never been at such a nadir like it was in the post-transition years from 2012 onwards. It originated in rape and murder of a Rakhine Buddhist woman by three Muslim men in Rakhine State in May 2012 that led to a wildfire of communal violence in various parts of Myanmar from 2012 through 2014. In general terms, violence in Rakhine State was more inter-communal due to the demographic size of the Rohingya vis-à-vis that of Rakhine Buddhists—the Rohingya constitute the majority in northern Rakhine State and have sizeable communities in many parts of the state—than it was in other places where Muslims are usually a minority. Hence, several Buddhist religious buildings such as monasteries were also destroyed by Muslims during the violence in 2012.57

Smaller, less violent incidents that increasingly targeted Muslim religious buildings continued to happen after the NLD government came to power in April 2016. Table 4 shows the incidents that have happened from 2012 through 2017. Several Muslim religious buildings—mosques and madrasas—were burned, destroyed, or locked. It was in Rakhine State alone that 32 mosques and 22 monasteries were destroyed in 2012.58

The wildfire of intercommunal or interreligious violence resulted in the emergence of two potential social and political notions that have affected the legal and cultural personhood of Myanmar’s Muslims vis-à-vis the Buddhist majority.59

58 Ibid., p. 21.
The first notion is exclusively concerned with the Rohingya who constitute about half of the Myanmar Muslim community. It is the emergence of an extremely popular construction of the Rohingya as ko win Bengali which literally means ‘Bengali(s) who have illegally entered.’ During and in the aftermath of the sectarian violence that pitted Rohingya and non-Rohingya Muslims against Rakhine Buddhists for two major rounds in June and October 2012 and smaller ones in between and afterwards, the notion of ko win Bengali became extremely popular. Whereas the racial term ‘Bengali’ is still acceptable in some ways—not without controversy for the Rohingya themselves, the Burmese term ko win has created a discursively anti-inflammatory image of the Rohingya to an extreme degree.

Despite evidence that the Rohingya did not ko win into Myanmar in recent years as accused by the U Thein Sein government on several occasions and by certain Rakhine nationalists, most, if not all, of the present-day Rohingya are citizens even under the highly discriminatory 1982 citizenship law. From 2012 until now, the daily and weekly private and public newspapers and journals have repeatedly used ko win Bengali. The usage seems to have created an image in the minds of the people of Myanmar that the Rohingya are indeed ko win Bengali en masse. Repeatedly indoctrinated by the anti-Rohingya discourse by the U Thein Sein administration, Rakhines, and nationalist Buddhist monks, the people of Myanmar now seem to believe everything that was said about the Rohingya by the three aforementioned groups of people. Despite its lack of official use of either ko win or Bengali or both, the present NLD government has not been seen to be able to counter the popular idea that affects legal and social identities of the Rohingya and constructs them as an entirely illegal community probably because it would be deeply unpopular.

60 The non-Rohingya Muslims in Rakhine State include the Kaman, Myedu, and a few other mixed Muslims. The Kaman alone is recognized by the state as one of 135 indigenous races. See, Nyi Nyi Kyaw, "Myanmar's Other Muslims: The Case of the Kaman," in Ashley South and Marie Lall (eds.), Citizenship in Myanmar: Ways of Being In and From Burma (Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 2018).

61 The term ‘Bengali’ is preferred by most, if not all, of the people and the U Thein Sein administration because they believe the Rohingya are Bengali. But the Rohingya have shown strong animosity to the term and contend that they be called ‘Rohingya.’ But the NLD government and Daw Aung San Suu Kyi refrain from using ‘Bengali’ and have offered another term ‘Muslims from Rakhine.’

62 Nyi Nyi Kyaw, "Unpacking.”

63 However, members of the present parliament dominated by NLD representatives use ‘Bengali.’
Sentiments against the Rohingya remain deep-seated and felt not only by the Rohingya themselves but also by other non-Rohingya Muslims. Buddhist nationalist monks affiliated with Ma Ba Tha (Organization for Protection of Race and Religion)—it is discussed in detail in Chapter 4—targeted not only the Rohingya but also Islam and the Muslim way of life because the Rohingya are Muslims. As discussed later, the nationwide Ma Ba Tha campaign was against all things Muslim although the Rohingya received the worst treatment and disdain for their alleged illegality.

Also, due to their common religion of Islam and understanding of the plight of the Rohingya from their own experiences, non-Rohingya Muslims were either silent or often expressed their sympathies for their co-religionists on social media and often in media interviews. It led to formation of public opinion that non-Rohingya Muslims who showed sympathy with their co-religionists in Rakhine State are disloyal to the state and to the Buddhist majority. In this way, Myanmar’s Muslims as a whole faced aggressive questioning of their identity and loyalty to Myanmar and faced a further decline in the status of their social and cultural citizenship. A capturing accusation against non-Rohingya Muslims is made by Moe Thu (Mandalay)—a monk writer and commentator popular within the democratic opposition in the period of 2013-2015—for his incisive criticisms against Ma Ba Tha:

Concerned with the affairs of Bengalis who invaded and illegally infiltrated [into Myanmar] by bribing [immigration and border officials], Myanmar Muslims do not firmly stand on the side of the state and native Myanmar people. We see their views that covertly and overtly favor their co-religionist Bengalis. Most Myanmar Muslims who are legal citizens espouse not the spirit of citizenship but the spirit of Muslim brotherhood. They are enthusiastic about Bengalis getting citizenship with the name ‘Rohingya’.

A second notion that has affected Buddhist-Muslim relations is that Muslims are guests or lesser citizens. This discourse emerged during and after the violence in

64 Nyi Nyi Kyaw, “Alienation.”
Rakhine State and other parts of Myanmar. Muslims were portrayed as guests and Buddhists as hosts. Sitagu Sayadaw Ashin Nyanissara popularized this discourse in the immediate aftermath of the violence in Meiktila that was sparked by a brawl at a Muslim-owned gold shop between the shopkeepers and their Buddhist customers in the morning of 20 March 2013 but fuelled by the murder of a Buddhist monk by six Muslim men in the afternoon.\footnote{Jason Szep, “Special Report: Buddhist Monks Incite Muslim Killings in Myanmar,” \textit{Reuters}, April 8, 2013, \url{https://www.reuters.com/article/us-myanmar-violence-specialreport/special-report-buddhist-monks-incite-muslim-killings-in-myanmar-idUSBRE9370AP20130408}.} He calls Buddhists the host and Muslims the guest because Buddhism arrived in Myanmar earlier than Islam did. He says that Islam has obtained and maintained a foothold in Myanmar because of Buddhists’ hospitality. Then, he warns Muslim guests to be good and not to harm the hosts by any means.\footnote{My translation. Interview with Sitagu Sayadaw Dr Ashin Nyanissara, Naw Ko Ko, \textit{The Voice Journal}, March 25-31, 2013, p. D. Sitagu Sayadaw is equally controversial as he is influential. He is influential as a top monastic in Myanmar due to his Buddhist social work and sermons. He became controversial when he became Vice Chair of \textit{Ma Ba Tha}, a position he later rejected and disowned.} The interview was widely shared on social media instantly constructing an image of (Rohingya and non-Rohingya) Muslims as guests many of whom have done wrong to Buddhist hosts. This guest notion is not as bad as \textit{ko win Bengali} because non-Rohingya Muslims are still accepted as citizens. But it has effectively created a “relational social milieu” where Buddhist hosts are “the benefactor” and Muslim guests “the debtor.”\footnote{Nyi Nyi Kyaw, “Alienation”, p. 57.} It effectively has put the identity of Myanmar’s non-Rohingya Muslims in a lesser situation than that of their fellow Buddhist citizens.

Indeed, this notion of Muslims as guests is written into the law. The controversial 1982 Myanmar Citizenship Law has classified Myanmar citizenship into two classes: citizenship by birth automatically obtained \textit{jus sanguinis} by descendants of 135 races or ethnic groups and citizenship obtained as a restricted form of \textit{jus solis} by other citizens whose ancestors have lived in Myanmar since before independence. The Myanmar name used for such citizens before they become \textit{full} citizenship is \textit{eh naing-ngan-tha} or guest citizens.\footnote{Ibid.} Asked on the first day of his office on 1 April 2016 by the Voice of America (Burmese Service) about his plans for religious minorities in Myanmar, i.e. Christians, Muslims, and Hindus, Aung Ko, the NLD-appointed minister for religious affairs and culture, used the term ‘Islam
... predominantly professed by guest or associate citizens’. Many Muslims who had had high hopes for the improvement of their inferiority with the coming to power of the democratically-elected NLD government expressed their resentment. The All Myanmar Islamic Religious Affairs League, a combined body of five government-recognized Muslim organizations, released a statement on 3 April voicing objection and demanding clarification. Wunna Shwe, joint general secretary of the Islamic Religious Affairs Council—one of the five organizations—said:

The minister meant we are not full Myanmar citizens, and it was an insult to our affection for our country. It’s meant to hurt us and affect the real situation we are in. It is quite painful to hear ... We felt we have no choice but to make a comment, as his remark can cause confusion about the status of our citizenship.

The brand new NLD government found Aung Ko’s comments provocative but did not officially state anything against it. It reportedly discussed it with the minister who said he would explain later at a suitable date. However, the government has tried to manage communal tensions in many ways. It seems fully aware of the role of the Sangha in both stoking and defusing interreligious tensions. For that reason, State Counsellor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi who is de facto leader of the NLD government visited Ma Ha Na on 14 May 2016 and told the senior monks that her government would not discriminate based on race, ethnicity or religion.

However, on 23 June, in Thuye Thamain village in Waw township, Bago Region, a building was being constructed by a Muslim shop-owner as a religious school for Muslims children that had been alleged as a future mosque by his Buddhist

---

71 They are the Islamic Religious Affairs Council, Jamiat Ulama-El-Islam, All-Myanmar Maulvi League, All-Myanmar Muslim Youth (Religious) Organization and the Myanmar Muslim National Affairs Organization.
neighbours. His neighbours had complained to the authorities whose action was slow. An eventual quarrel between the Muslim man and his Buddhist neighbour resulted in the village mosque, the building, and his shop being destroyed. The man was also attacked. No action was taken by the authorities. On 1 July, in Lone Khin village in Hpakant township, Kachin State, a Buddhist mob burned down a prayer hall being used by Muslims. A few perpetrators were arrested this time. The structure was built in 2014, without official permission, by a Muslim engineer working in the Uru Creek Bridge construction project and action would be taken against him and other Muslims involved in the construction, according to a statement issued by the Ministry of Religious Affairs and Culture on 3 August. On 17 April 2017, two madrasas in Tharkayta township, Yangon Region were locked by the authorities at the pressure of nationalist monks and Buddhists again for holding congregational prayers at the schools that are not mosques per se. All these incidents show that Buddhist-Muslim relations remain tense and would result in violence upon Muslim religious buildings and properties if there were a trigger.

---


**Table 4: List of Anti-Muslim Incidents and their Impact**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Immediate Causes</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Jun &amp; Oct ’12</td>
<td>Several Places in Rakhine State</td>
<td>Rape and murder of a Buddhist woman by three Muslims; Vigilante killing of ten Muslims by Rakhines</td>
<td>Unprecedented communal violence; 200 casualties; displacement of 140,000 people; thousands of houses burned and destroyed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Feb ’13</td>
<td>Tharkayta, Yangon Region</td>
<td>Alleged construction of a mosque in maintaining an existing madrasa</td>
<td>Madrasa and construction work locked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mar ’13</td>
<td>Meiktila, Mandalay Region</td>
<td>Brawl between Muslim shop owner and Buddhist customers; Revenge killing of a Buddhist monk by Muslims</td>
<td>43 casualties; displacement; houses, shops, and buildings destroyed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>May ’13</td>
<td>Okkan, Bago Region</td>
<td>Female Muslim bicyclist’s bumping into a Buddhist novice</td>
<td>1 casualty; houses burned; displacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>May ’13</td>
<td>Lashio, Shan State</td>
<td>Muslim man pouring petrol at a female Buddhist petrol-seller and burning her</td>
<td>1 casualty; houses and mosque burned; displacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Aug ’13</td>
<td>Htangone, Sagaing Region</td>
<td>Alleged attempt to rape a Buddhist woman by a Muslim man</td>
<td>Houses and shops burned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Sept ’13</td>
<td>Thandwe, Rakhine State</td>
<td>Quarrel over a Buddhist-owned trishaw with a Buddhist flag parked in front of a Muslim shop</td>
<td>7 casualties; houses and shops burned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Jul ’14</td>
<td>Mandalay, Mandalay Region</td>
<td>Rumour of rape of a Buddhist staff by two Muslim tea shop owner brothers; Rumour</td>
<td>2 casualties; a Muslim cemetery attacked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Jun ’16</td>
<td>Thayethamain Village, Bago Region</td>
<td>Quarrel between a Muslim man and a female Buddhist neighbour over alleged construction of a mosque</td>
<td>Muslim man’s house, an existing mosque and construction work destroyed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Jul ’16</td>
<td>Hpakant, Kachin State</td>
<td>Alleged illegality of the prayer hall</td>
<td>Prayer hall burned down by Buddhist mob</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Apr ’17</td>
<td>Tharkayta, Yangon Region</td>
<td>Alleged illegality of two madrasas as prayer halls by local Muslims</td>
<td>Madrasas locked</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3.2.3 Radicalization of Rohingya and violence in Rakhine State

As discussed above, the case of the Rohingya stands out. It is undeniable that non-Rohingya Muslims have often been subject to discrimination that reached the level of persecution on some occasions. But they have never suffered entrenched and chronic discrimination and persecution at the hands of the state at least since the late 1970s like the Rohingya have. The Rohingya issue has been defined by four aspects that mostly overlap with one another: their alleged illegal migration as discussed above, alleged statelessness, alleged legitimacy of their name ‘Rohingya’, and supremacy of taingyinthu, indigenous citizens, or citizens by birth.

Although there have been a small number of illegal Rohingya migrants in recent decades after independence due to the porous borders between Bangladesh and Myanmar, the Rohingya have not illegally entered Myanmar en masse like it is repeatedly alleged within Myanmar. They were citizens of Myanmar until the late 1970s after which they have been increasingly and gradually ‘denationalized’ by successive governments. Therefore, they are not stateless even under the Myanmar Citizenship Law (1982) that admittedly has several discriminatory provisions against people of non-native origin or ancestry.

The third aspect that has become excessively controversial from 2012 onwards has resulted in a heated stalemate. Whereas Rakhines, the government, and people of Myanmar in general have adamantly asserted that ‘Rohingya’ is a fake and illegitimate ethnonym, the Rohingya themselves and international community have demanded that they be called Rohingya. The Rohingya say that their name was once recognized by the government of Myanmar—a historical fact—whereas the international community believe that the Rohingya have the right to self-identification according to international human rights principles. However, this naming controversy has effectively occluded any meaningful debates on the Rohingya. The NLD government has avoided the controversy by referring to the Rohingya initially by ‘Muslims from Rakhine State’ and later by just ‘Muslims’ when
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Rakhines objected to the inclusion of ‘Rakhine State.’ Now the controversy is not as serious as before.

Lastly, a very political but potent issue has further compounded the Rohingya problem. It is the political ascendancy of the notion of taingyintha or native citizens. In Rakhine State, Rakhines are taingyintha whereas Rohingya have not even been recognized as citizens of a lesser rank according to the Myanmar Citizenship Law. Amidst this supremacy of the taingyintha augmented by the peace process, democratic citizenship and its fundamental principle of legal egalitarianism have been relegated. Therefore, even if the Rohingya are one day recognized as citizens, they will still find themselves in a position lower than that of Rakhines.

In the aftermath of two rounds of intercommunal violence in Rakhine State in 2012, about 140,000 Muslims, almost all of whom are Rohingya, became internally displaced. About 128,420 Muslims remained in IDP camps as of December 2017. Those IDPs and other non-IDP Muslims living in Rakhine State have been subject to a never-ending process of political, social, and economic discrimination due to their regressive disenfranchisement. Almost all of the Rohingya—except a few tens of thousands—no longer have any forms of permanent citizenship or identity documentation. All of these seem to have caused grievances on the part of the Rohingya, and hence their radicalization. It eventually resulted in an attack by a new Rohingya armed group namely Harakah al-Yaqin (Faith Movement) upon three border guard police posts in Maungdaw and Rathedaung on 9 October 2016 killing nine police officers and getting eight of their own fighters killed in the ambush. It then led to a spiral of violence by the military against the insurgents and vice versa. Innocent civilians were killed and tens of thousands of Rohingya fled to Bangladesh.
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Harakah al-Yaqin later changed its name to Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army (ARSA). It is led by a Rohingya man named Ata Ullah born in Pakistan and raised in Saudi Arabia. Since many Rohingya are now spread across the world, especially in Bangladesh and Saudi Arabia, it is plausible that the insurgency has supporters there—financial and/or non-financial. Ata Ullah highlights their grievances against how the Myanmar government had treated them but there was a tendency to portray the insurgency as Islamist or fundamentalist terrorism funded by overseas sources. These new events have added another layer to the already-complicated issue—called a ‘game changer’ by the International Crisis Group. It was expected to significantly affect how the Rohingya issue is going to be solved by Myanmar and how Rohingya and non-Rohingya Muslims in Rakhine State and elsewhere in the country are treated by the state.

As expected, ARSA militants launched another series of deadly attacks upon police outposts in northern Rakhine on 25 August 2017 killing twelve members of the Myanmar security forces and getting their own fifty-nine ARSA members killed in the fighting. On the same day, ARSA was declared a terrorist group by the Myanmar government. It was followed by a heavy-handed clearance operation by the Myanmar military against ARSA that led to deaths of several thousand Rohingya and an unprecedented exodus of some 700,000-800,000 Rohingya to neighbouring Bangladesh in the weeks and months to come. As of May 2018, there were about 905,000 refugees in Bangladesh according to the United Nations Office of the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs.

To describe what has been happening in northern Rakhine, the international community now often uses loaded legal terms such as genocide and ethnic cleansing.
that Myanmar has totally denied since the beginning.\(^9\) Whereas the Myanmar side initially claimed that it was a justified response to a terrorist attack, it later acceded to the international demands that the refugees be received back.\(^{10}\) Yet, as of mid-2018, the refugee repatriation has not started and the ongoing humanitarian crisis between Myanmar and Bangladesh has not been solved. All these complex dynamics that add to the Rohingya problem are extremely difficult to tackle. Whether it will lead to more radicalization of certain sections of the Rohingya is yet to know.

### 3.3 State-Christian Relations

#### 3.3.1 Military Regime-Christian relations (1990s-2000s)

Christianization of several racial or ethnic minorities in Myanmar such as the Kachin, Kayah, Kayin, and Chin—four of eight major indigenous ethnic groups—is usually traced to the nineteenth and twentieth centuries before and/or during the British colonial period that reinforced missionary activities and proselytization.\(^{101}\) Christian missionary activities were neither easy nor unregulated in pre-colonial Burma.\(^{102}\) The Kachin, Kayah, Kayin, and Chin had previously and predominantly practised animism, shamanism, and folk or traditional belief systems. The view of Christianity as a religion with alien roots whereas Buddhism is believed to be an indigenous religion is often widespread.\(^103\) However, Christians—unlike Muslims—are both politically and socially accepted as natives or \textit{taingyintha} of Myanmar because most Christians are ethnically Kachin, Kayah, Kayin or Chin.\(^{104}\) Christianity has become an essential part of their ethnic identity.\(^{105}\) Therefore, state-Christian relations may be better viewed from an ethnic perspective than from a religious one. In general, the extent of religious freedom of a particular Christian community seems inextricably
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Freedom of Religion, the Role of the State, and Interreligious Relations in Myanmar

... intertwined with their race and/or ethnicity, geographical location, and relative position on the continuum of state-minority relations.

State-Christian minority relations in the 1990s and 2000s were problematic against a backdrop of militarization of Myanmar as a whole under SLORC/SPDC. Christian minorities’ indigeneity or taingyinthahood did not always protect them from state repression. The most discriminated and persecuted Christians in terms of religious freedom were ethnic Chins. Several crosses or Christian religious symbols usually planted on hilltops or sacred sites by ethnic Chin were destroyed by regional authorities in the 1990s and 2000s. But such outright repression of the Christian faith by the state was not reported in other ethnic-minority areas due to the existence of different state-minority relations in ethnic minority states in Myanmar depending on the relative strength of the respective minority to challenge the central government and the relative interest of the latter to deal with the minority. There are four highly plausible reasons to explain the anomaly of the Chin: the Chin are the only predominantly Christian ethnic minority in Myanmar; Chin State is isolated and mountainous far from the centre; consequent neglect of Chin State by the central government often resulted in starvation; and the Chin had no active sizeable rebellion. The third factor seems most important because other significant Christian minorities such as the Kachin or Kayin have launched significantly larger and longer ethnic rebellions to protect their respective peoples and Christianity to a certain extent.

The SLORC/SPDC regime also installed a well-funded Buddhist missionary project under the Department for the Promotion and Propagation of Sāsanā...
established in 1991 that runs Buddhist missionary centres in the hill regions including Chin State. Those missionary centres have also been cooperating with the schools established by the Ministry for Progress of Border Areas and National Races and Development Affairs established in 1992 that reportedly converted Chin Christian students.\textsuperscript{111} A historical account by the Department for the Promotion and Propagation of Sāsanā on Buddhist missions in the hill regions where most Christians and Animists live highlight colonial-era Christian missions in those regions whereas Buddhist missions were weak then. The history also documents several independent and state-organized Buddhist missionary associations and organizations established in colonial and post-colonial Myanmar that are now all organized under the Department for the Promotion and Propagation of Sāsanā.\textsuperscript{112}

3.3.2 State/Buddhist-Christian relations (2010s)

In general, Buddhist-Christian relations have generally been good and cordial in Myanmar’s history. However, there are several instances in the past decades in which Christians’ rights to religious freedom have been violated and Christians persecuted by the state. But, it is not wrong to say that Buddhist-Christian relations have been significantly better than Buddhist-Muslim relations. Also, Buddhist-Christian relations have become better in recent years because of the peace process in which ethnic groups, many of whom are predominantly or partly Christians, have been involved as main interlocutors.

However, a noteworthy instance in which Christians’ religious freedom was challenged and/or violated is Myaing Gyi Ngu Sayadaw U Thuzana’s stupa-building spree in Kayin State on the grounds of Baptist and Anglican churches in 2015 and 2016.\textsuperscript{113} The ethnic Kayin patron or spiritual leader of the Democratic Kayin Buddhist Army (DKBA) that broke away from the Kayin National Union in 1994, Myaing Gyi Ngu Sayadaw is effectively free from the control of the central government and Ma
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He had been building Mon-style Buddhist stupas in the area for many years but without much controversy. On 21 August 2015 Buddhists instructed by Myaing Gyi Ngu Sayadaw started building a stupa within the compounds of a Baptist church in Mi Zine village, Hpa-an township in Kayin State. Despite the then minister for religious affairs Soe Win’s promise to Christian leaders that he would ask the monk to stop, it was in vain because the monk refused to comply.

The monk and his followers built a Buddhist statue and planted a Buddhist flag within the compounds of the St. Mark Anglican church in Kondawgyi village, Hlaingbwe township in Kayin State on 23 April 2016 and a stupa on 1 May. Again, despite condemnations by non-Kayin Buddhist monks and NLD-appointed religious affairs minister Aung Ko’s attempt to resolve the issue, it was in vain. Helpless and desirous of peace, the Anglican bishop donated the land in which the newly-erected stupa exists and Aung Ko personally visited the church to offer his apologies. Since then, Myaing Gyi Ngu Sayadaw stopped his stupa building projects on controversial lands.

3.4 State-Hindu relations

Compared to Indian Muslims, Indian Hindus—almost all Hindus in Myanmar are of Indian heritage—are generally and anecdotally accepted to be more assimilative or acculturative into the majority Buddhist culture for which the eclectic nature of Hinduism seems helpful. However, assimilation and/or acculturation may be...
neither complete nor optimal\textsuperscript{120} though some view it as somewhat reasonable.\textsuperscript{121} Both communities suffered a traumatic fleeing experience in the early 1960s due to extensive nationalization and instant loss of their assets after the RC came into power.\textsuperscript{122} It is not wrong to say that Hindu religious practices have enjoyed freedom in Buddhist Myanmar, although no significant research has been done on the topic. Outright religious discrimination and persecution meted out towards Hindus is almost non-existent. That said, the colonial stigma that many, if not most, Indian Hindus migrated to Burma in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries remains, and the Myanmar Citizenship Law also categorizes Hindus as people of alien or mixed ancestry whose citizenship status is not on par with that of native citizens who belong to one or more of the 135 groups.\textsuperscript{123} Several Hindu temples are seen in cities and towns across Myanmar without little or no barriers placed to the enjoyment of Hindu religious worship. News of attacks upon those temples has not been reported in the past several decades.

However, it is not all rosy. Hindus have become gradually Bamarized—with or without their will—at least since the 1930s—a process that sped up in the socialist era and was later added religious flavour by the military regime in 1988-2011. All these dynamics seem to have encouraged Hindus to claim that they are Buddhists. Most, if not all, of city-dwelling Hindus have been seen to frequent Buddhist monasteries and pagodas although many of them still visit Hindu temples as well.\textsuperscript{124} Likewise, many Buddhists often frequent Hindu temples.\textsuperscript{125} This ‘dual’—i.e. Hindu and Buddhist—religiosity displayed by Hindus might have been a crucial factor
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behind the lack of animosity shown by the state and Buddhist majority towards the religious minority although there is admittedly no research done on Hindu religious identity and practice in contemporary Myanmar. Another plausible reason is their small numbers that only constitutes 0.5 per cent of the total population.

The same pattern of lack of notable violations of religious freedom of Hindus has remained the same into the 2010s. However, due to common Indian racial ancestry, Hindus and Muslims are often thought of as the same. Due to their similar skin colour and facial appearance, Hindus and Buddhists of South Asian ancestry were often targeted during the communal violence in 2012-14 and made to be concerned about their safety.\(^\text{126}\) However, this does not constitute violations of their religious freedom.

### 3.5 State/Buddhist-Animist relations

There is no general story and identifiable pattern in the relations between the state and majority Buddhists on the one hand and animists on the other hand. Rather, the relations have remained unchanged for a long time at least since colonial times. That said, the Myanmar state has sought to actively convert animists to Buddhism through various missionary activities since 1991 via the Department for the Promotion and Propagation of Sāsanā, although the exact extent of their success is not known.\(^\text{127}\)

Animism, like the other four state-recognized religions, has never been legally defined in the context of Myanmar. However, from anthropological work done on practices and rituals that could be identified as animist and from participant observation in Myanmar,\(^\text{128}\) there may be two different versions of practices that could be defined as Animism. The first type relates to a sizeable community of Buddhists who believe in and practice a mix of Buddhism, nat (spirit) worship,\(^\text{129}\) weikza (supernatural) cult,\(^\text{130}\) and/or other spiritual and supernatural beliefs and
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Thousand of Buddhists across Myanmar worship the spirits or *nats* known as the Thirty-Seven Spirits and such practices are usually accepted and/or tolerated by the general public and government as well. Events at which *nats* are worshipped are held across Myanmar without any official, popular, or monastic hindrance. Those who worship various *nats* are also considered as Buddhists on par with other Buddhists who do not practice spirit worship although several orthodox Buddhist monks have often expressed disdain or rejected *nat* worship as un-Buddhist. However, neither monks nor lay Buddhists have ever taken up the issue to the state or *Ma Ha Na*. Nor has *Ma Ha Na* officially expressed any anti-*nat* opinion.

The second type is concerned with folk religious practices associated with several indigenous races such as the Kayin and Chin which might have been referred to as ‘Animism’ by drafters of the first constitution in 1947. Those practices also seem well accepted by the government and people. In ethnic minority areas, generally three religions are practised—Buddhism, Christianity, and Animism. More often than not, those seemingly exclusive practices under Buddhism, Christianity, or Animism are amalgamated versions of two or more of the three religions. This amalgamation itself might be a probable reason behind the favourable treatment towards animists compared to *pure* Christians who do not practice animism in any form.

Generally, animist beliefs and practices have not been discriminated against or their followers persecuted although there has been a long-term state-led project to convert the second type to Buddhism. There are four probable reasons behind this. Firstly, those indigenous communities that practice Animism are usually concentrated in distant regions out of reach from the centre, thereby effectively making it difficult for the state to regulate, discriminate, or persecute them. Secondly, the communities are relatively small so they do not have the potential for spreading their faith and practices to other parts of the country. Thirdly, the communities are usually less educated and involved in the public arena so they are not viewed as an active part of the citizenry that needs to be regulated. Last but not least, the
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government of Myanmar has been actively involved in Buddhist missionary activities in those faraway hill regions so it is not wise for them to express disdain towards or persecute animists.

3.6 State-other religions relations

As stated above, Myanmar only has five religions recognized by name by the constitution. Only those citizens who claim to belong to Buddhism, Islam, Christianity, Hinduism or Animism may have their religion named and written on their citizenship scrutiny cards. Therefore, other religions have been effectively put into a grey zone in which they find themselves lacking both recognition and protection by the state. But the state practice in this regard is ambiguous; how communities belonging to other religions were treated by the state in terms of recognition used to be largely unknown. This situation has changed with the existence of a parliament since 2011 where its members who represent townships in which such communities exist may raise questions to the government about those religions other than the five.

In an Amyotha Hluttaw (Upper House) meeting held on 29 May 2017, U Htein Win, who represents Constituency 4 of Ayeyarwaddy Region, asked about a religious community concentrated in his region. The question was about whether the government has a plan to allow the one-hundred-thousand-strong community to use the name of their religion—Metta Brahmaso-batha as they call it themselves. The hybrid religion of Metta Brahmaso-batha was established in 1866 by a Kayin man by the name of Bo Paiksan by eclectically combining beliefs and practices from Buddhism, Christianity, and Kayin traditions. Its headquarters is based in Taungoo in Bago Region and has 30,000, 30,000, 18,000, 10,000, and 5,000 Kayin believers in Yangon Region, Kayin State, Bago Region, Ayeyarwady Region, and Kayah State respectively, totalling around 100,000, according to U Htein Win’s presentation at the Upper House. The Kayin in Myanmar are predominantly Buddhist with a sizeable Christian community. But the Kayin also have several traditional beliefs and practices which could be called Animism. So, this religious eclecticism by Bo Paiksan in the nineteenth century is understandable. But it is also noteworthy that Metta Brahmaso is a well-known Buddhist term or concept. Brahmaso means four

sublime states of mind including *metta* (loving kindness), *karuna* (compassion), *mudita* (sympathetic joy), and *upekkha* (equanimity).

But U Thein Swe, cabinet minister for labour, immigration and population, answered that the government may only allow the name of five recognized religions to be stated on citizenship scrutiny cards according to Sections 361 and 362 of the constitution.\(^{133}\) Therefore, all other religions are written as ‘Other’ on the cards. But whether that alone constitutes religious discrimination or violation of religious freedom is questionable. There is no evidence of the state actively preventing groups professing religions such as *Metta Brahmaso-batha* from practising their religion.

Another interesting case involves a contemporary Kayin folk religion being established by a Kayin millennial leader namely *Pho Ta Khit*. He has built his own village, namely *Kayin Amyotha Ywa* (Kayin National Village), more than thirty miles from Pa-An, which is the capital of Kayin State. His village is said to have around 900 villagers who worship *Pho Ta Khit* both as a spiritual leader and as an administrative leader. Eclectically combining Buddhism, Kayin folk practices, and millennialism, *Pho Ta Khit’s* beliefs, teachings, and practices are thought to be deviant from Buddhism by the Ministry of Religious Affairs and Culture, and other Kayin people.\(^{134}\) But interestingly, the plot of land on which *Kayin Amyotha Ywa* was built was given to *Pho Ta Khit* by the government then. And the administrative arm of the state has never been able to reach his village. *Pho Ta Khit* did not even allow the census team to enter his village and conduct the census in 2014. In short, although *Pho Ta Khit* and his religion have been described in a condescending tone by the local media and online netizens, the state and the Ministry of Religious Affairs and Culture have not done anything about it. The millennial leader and his village are effectively off the radar of the state.

\(^{133}\) Ibid.

There are three probable reasons behind neglect of *Pho Ta Khit* and his folk religion by the state. Firstly, since *Pho Ta Khit* is Kayin by ethnicity and his practices are mixed with Kayin folk religion, the government, the Ministry of Religious Affairs and Culture, and *Ma Ha Na* might not want to create a controversy by declaring him and his village as deviant. Secondly, proportionality seems relevant because *Pho Ta Khit*’s assumed deviancy confined to a single village with less than a thousand villagers and a few hundred more elsewhere near his village has not reached an unmanageable stage. Thirdly, because *Pho Ta Khit* himself is no Buddhist monk, his followers do not include Buddhist monks, and his teachings do not directly draw upon Buddhist texts, *Ma Ha Na* may not see his case as falling within the purview of the committee.
Chapter 4: Buddhist Nationalism and its Impact

Theravada Buddhism has been the religion of the rulers and people for a millennium at least since the eleventh century during the reign of King Anawrahta (1044-77) in Pagan (now spelled Bagan) who converted to Buddhism. Hence, it naturally possesses significant symbolic, cultural, and social capital. It provides Buddhists with meaning and power that may be used in their personal liberation and in their social and political struggles. Buddhism has been remarkably invoked three times as a potent social and political force: during the British colonization (1885-1948); the parliamentary period (1948-62); and post-transition Myanmar (2011-).

4.1 Historical context

As one of the trinity of Buddhism—Lord Buddha himself, Dhamma or his teachings, and Sangha or monastic order—Buddhist monks have always been seen at the helm of any serious Buddhist nationalist movements due to their moral authority. They have tended to form monks-only movements or monks-lay-mixed ones depending on the context. The general pattern is that the monastic order and laity have usually worked together for a common Buddhist cause. Subdued by the Christian British,
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Burmese Buddhists suffered colonization not only of their territory and kingdom but also of their culture and faith. Therefore, the earliest anti-colonial movement originated in hundreds of Buddhist associations that sprang up to promote Burmese Buddhist morals and culture that did not take an explicitly political goal yet.\textsuperscript{141}

Politicization of Buddhism only gradually began after the Young Men’s Buddhist Association (YMBA) was founded in 1906, later transforming itself into the openly nationalist General Association of Buddhist/Burmese Associations in 1920.\textsuperscript{142} Various Sangha organizations—most prominent was General Council of Sangha Sammeggi (GCSS) also established in 1920—were also formed separately, which later joined those lay organizations’ demands for autonomy/independence from the British. GCSS monks established thousands of \textit{wunthanu athin} (Patriotic or Nationalist Associations) comprised of both monks and lay people. Such monastic-lay alliances were influential in the 1920s and early 1930s.\textsuperscript{143} The downfall of nationalist monastic influence was witnessed together with the downfall of elitist, traditional, and religiously-motivated nationalists caused by factionalism. From the 1930s onwards, they were gradually replaced by more secular-minded and university-educated student leaders and nationalists such as Aung San and Nu.\textsuperscript{144}

Voluminous Indian migration into colonial Burma had created anti-Indian sentiments.\textsuperscript{145} The sentiments reached a climax in the 1930s when Burmese nationalists wanted to separate Burma from British India (Burma was ruled as a province of British India until 1937). There were no dedicated anti-Indian, anti-Indian Hindu, or anti-Indian Muslim movements, but the anti-Indian discourse was promoted by nationalist politicians to differing degrees, often joined by monastic associations. Simmering anti-Indian sentiments resulted in two bouts of intercommunal violence in 1930 and 1938. Apart from the immediate causes, the underlying cause was found to be the huge Indian/South Asian migration that reached its apex in the 1930s.\textsuperscript{146}
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Competition of migrants in the colonial bureaucracy and other sectors was highly resented by indigenous communities that had played an important role in the anti-Indian/anti-South Asian/anti-Muslim trajectory of Burmese nationalism at colonial times.\textsuperscript{147} Especially contested was the issue of mixed interracial/interreligious marriages between native Burmese (Buddhist) women and Indian migrants.\textsuperscript{148} But all of these became less serious from the late 1930s amidst the decline of the influence of Buddhist monks and hardcore anti-Indian nationalist politicians such as U Saw.\textsuperscript{149} Secular nationalists became busy with the most pressing issue of independence from the British. Burma was separated from India in 1937, so urgency and political expediency became irrelevant.

Independence was obtained in 1948. Buddhism again came to the fore in the 1950s when Prime Minister U Nu promoted Buddhist piety not for repressing religious minorities’ rights but for peace and development. Buddhist promotion reached a climax in the late 1950s when he launched a nationwide campaign to make the faith the state religion. Eventually, Buddhism was made State Religion in 1961 through a controversial constitutional amendment that alienated religious minorities such as Christians and Muslims.\textsuperscript{150} Via another controversial constitutional amendment to satisfy the minorities, U Nu sought to guarantee religious minorities’ freedom that again made several Buddhist monks unhappy.\textsuperscript{151}

After General Ne Win and the Revolutionary Council (RC) that he chaired staged a military coup on 2 March 1962, they declared a secular stance and undid religious policies and activities by U Nu.\textsuperscript{152} As a self-proclaimed socialist and nativist, Ne Win was keen on reducing economic and financial powers of businesses and political participation of people of alien heritage such as Indians and Chinese in the public sector. He nationalized private businesses many of which were owned by

\textsuperscript{147} Mahajani, The Role of Indian; Chakravarti, The Indian Minority.
\textsuperscript{150} Smith, Religion and Politics.
\textsuperscript{151} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{152} Ibid.
Chinese and Indians and laid barriers for people of alien and mixed ancestry in their attempts to enter the public sector. The RC ruled by decree from 1962 through 1974 when the second constitution—known as the Constitution of the Socialist Republic of Burma (1974)—created a one-party social state under the Burma Socialist Programme Party (BSPP) established by the RC in July 1962. In general, as a secular socialist military dictator Ne Win treated Indians—and Chinese as well—more as ex-foreigners with undue political and economic power and dubious loyalty to Burma than as non-Buddhists. Hence, religious minority rights were largely free from state intervention or outright repression until the 1990s after another military coup was staged on 18 September 1988, with the military ruling Myanmar until 2011.

This time the junta known as the State Law and Order Restoration Council/State Peace and Development Council (SLORC/SPDC)—composed of several confidantes of Ne Win who had stepped down from power when the BSPP government faced popular protests—faced an international community completely different from that their predecessor did during the Cold War. The coup and repression of the protestors and dissidents coincided with the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989. The international community that used to be largely unaware of the plight of minorities suddenly became interested in it and extensively used the language of human rights and democracy.

Militarization of and repression in ethnic minority areas resulted in the military facing accusations of violating religious freedom, among other human rights. Militarization of the northern Rakhine State where the Rohingya are concentrated and repression of the minority also reinforced an emerging discourse that it was tantamount to religious persecution. Adding to this discourse is repression of Buddhist monks who participated in pro-democracy, anti-military protests and activities in 1988 and afterwards—many of whom were never allowed back into the

153 Chakravarti, *The Indian Minority in Burma*.
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monastic order.\textsuperscript{157} As much as those dissident monks were repressed, throughout the 1990s and the 2000s, the SLORC/SPDC lavishly supported the senior Sangha and organized public donations.\textsuperscript{158} It shows that the state—whether it is democratically elected, military authoritarian, or mixed—is willing to support and accommodate the Sangha insofar as the order does not challenge its rule. This pattern of state-Sangha relations was seen in the post-transition years that started from 2011.

4.2 Contemporary context

Political and social freedoms enjoyed by the people of Myanmar from 2011 onwards did not leave out the Buddhist monastic order or Sangha, especially its more politically and socially active sections. Unprecedented communal violence happened in Rakhine State and other parts of Myanmar in 2012, 2013, and 2014 and pitted Rakhine and non-Rakhine Buddhists against Rohingya and non-Rohingya Muslims. While this was considered to be anti-Muslim in the eyes of the international community due to Muslims’ numerical minority-hood except in the northern Rakhine State, it was anti-Buddhist in the eyes of many local Buddhists due to allegations of Muslims’ own activities catalyzing conflicts.\textsuperscript{159} Accusing Muslims as aggressors and constructing Buddhists as victims, the symbolic 969 buy-Buddhist campaign emerged in October 2012 and the mobilizational \textit{Ma Ba Tha} (Organization for Protection of Race and Religion) in June 2013.

Using a colourful 969 emblem—which represents the nine qualities of the Buddha, six qualities of the Dhamma and nine qualities of the Sangha—a new five-monk association known as \textit{Tha-tha-na Pālaka Gaavācaka Sangha Apwè} (Defenders of Sāsana and Religious Teachers Network) in Mawlamyine formed the 969 movement. Despite the ubiquitous emblem in 2012 and 2013 which basically encourages its users to buy Buddhist by portraying Muslim shopkeepers as those with an ulterior motive to make themselves richer, 969 did not become an institutionalized movement and was later subsumed under \textit{Ma Ba Tha}.\textsuperscript{160} Monks-led \textit{Ma Ba Tha’s}
influence reached its apex in 2013, 2014 and 2015 and its predominantly anti-Islam/Muslim discourse became widespread. *Ma Ba Tha* had monastic leadership but both monks and lay Buddhists sat on its central executive committee. Also, *Ma Ba Tha*, composed of both monks and lay Buddhists effectively to evade restrictions placed upon monks to form monks-only networks without prior approval by *Ma Ha Na*, \(^{161}\) worked in close cooperation with like-minded groups such as the lay-only *Myanmar National Network* and the monk-only *Patriotic Myanmar Monks Union*.

Written and spoken pronouncements made by *969* and *Ma Ba Tha* provided four main reasons to justify their anti-Islam/Muslim views and activities. Firstly, Muslims only buy from Muslim-owned shops with a plot to increase the wealth of their community, with wealthier Muslim men financially luring Buddhist women from low socio-economic backgrounds and converting them to Islam through intermarriage. Secondly, they contend that Muslim men are polygamous, tend to marry Buddhist women and convert their Buddhist wives to Islam and become fecund, all of which signal a demographic swamping of Buddhist Myanmar by Muslims in the future. Thirdly, they argue that Buddhist women suffer from violations of their human rights because they have had to convert to the religions of their non-Buddhist husbands in order to legalize the matrimonies and enjoy their rights. Fourthly, they claim that four race-protection bills, especially the interfaith marriage bill, are an urgently-needed defensive response to the customary laws of the other three religions of Hinduism, Islam, and Christianity, which do not approve matrimony between Buddhist women and non-Buddhist men. \(^{162}\)

*Ma Ba Tha*’s narrative was regional, global, and historical as it was local and contemporary. They selectively drew on what was happening in the broader Muslim world in terms of extremism, fundamentalism, and Jihadism. Strong historical claims that once Buddhist territories such as Indonesia and Afghanistan have been thoroughly Islamized by force were also made by *Ma Ba Tha* preachers and campaigners. Likewise, many Buddhists who encounter on a daily basis Muslims who are perceived to be getting more Islamized in terms of dress, food habits, social practices, and the like—partially encouraged by the conspicuous Tablighi Jamaat
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movement—found this assumed or presumed Muslim piety as strong evidence of Muslim conspiracy to Islamize Buddhist Myanmar. Actually, these Buddhist views of Muslim lifestyle as excessively pious and thus socially inflexible are not new. Those common flashpoints of misunderstanding were identified in a rare survey—most probably the only one of its kind then—conducted in 2003 on 500 Buddhists in seven cities in Myanmar. The survey shows that the same misunderstandings of Islam and Muslims were deep and widespread.

By invoking all this, *Ma Ba Tha* launched a nationwide legal campaign by using a multi-million signature campaign, weekly and bi-weekly journals, pamphlets, statements, books, protests by monks and laypeople, sermons by monks, talks by laypeople, conferences, public consultative workshops, press conferences, photography shows, pictures, songs, life story telling sessions, movies, and social media. Through this unprecedented monks-led movement, they did three things: urge Buddhists not to buy from Muslim shops; demand four laws for the protection of Buddhism; and attack democrats led by Daw Aung San Suu Kyi and her NLD party who did not support them. Designed as a complete package for protection of Buddhism from alleged Islamization, the four bills—the *Healthcare Law Relating to Adjustment of Population Growth*, *Law Relating to Religious Conversion*, *Special Law relating to Marriage of Myanmar Buddhist Women*, and *Law Relating to Practice of Monogamy*—eventually became law in 2015 on 19 May, 26 August, 26 August, and 31 August respectively. President U Thein Sein and the parliament dominated by the USDP apparently acceded to *Ma Ba Tha* and its followers. In the months and weeks preceding the general elections held on 8 November, *Ma Ba Tha* launched a widespread discourse against Daw Aung San Suu Kyi and her party accusing them as pro-Muslim. It proved the assumption that *Ma Ba Tha* was

---
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President Thein Sein’s overt/covert cohorts and USDP’s by extension. However, this accusation of the NLD as pro-Muslim has apparently made the party—and the ruling USDP as well—decide not to field a single Muslim candidate for the general elections held in November 2015.\(^{168}\)

Apparently to make peace with *Ma Ba Tha* and encourage it to stop, the cabinet minister for religious affairs and culture\(^{169}\) Aung Ko visited the organization’s chair Ywama Sayadaw at his monastery in Yangon on 4 April 2016.\(^{170}\) But, Aung Ko criticized it soon and gave a stern warning in July.\(^{171}\) Pyo Min Thein—NLD-appointed Chief Minister of Yangon Region—also stated that *Ma Ba Tha* is unnecessary leading to a protest against him by supporters of *Ma Ba Tha* and its like-minded groups.\(^{172}\) Apparently encouraged by changing political context and Aung Ko, *Ma Ha Na* announced on 12 July that *Ma Ba Tha* was not a legally formed monastic association.\(^{173}\) *Ma Ba Tha* did not give up and even planned to hold a sizeable fourth anniversary conference in late May 2017. It almost forced *Ma Ha Na*—again apparently at the request of the government—to issue an order\(^{174}\) on 23 May that bans the name *Ma Ba Tha* itself and all activities performed under its umbrella.\(^{175}\)

*Ma Ba Tha* accordingly obeyed the order by stopping the use of its name but rebranded itself as *Buddha Dhamma Parahita Foundation*. Aung Ko criticized it and said that the order was an explicit one to terminate both the form and function

---


169 The two ministries of religious affairs and of culture were combined into a single ministry when the NLD came to power.


174 A question arises over whether *Ma Ha Na* has *legal* authority to ban *Ma Ba Tha* that was formed in the first place as a religious association composed of both monks and lay Buddhists. Freedom of association in general and that of religious association are given in the constitution (s 354.c) and the *Law Relating to Registration of Associations* (2014) (s 19.a) respectively. See Nyi Nyi Kyaw, “A Blow to Buddhist Nationalism in Myanmar?” *East Asia Forum*, May 27, 2017, http://www.eastasiaforum.org/2017/05/27/a-blow-to-buddhist-nationalism-in-myanmar.

of the movement, regardless of how it calls itself. Before the order was issued, Ma Ba Tha had already formed a lay-only group called Dhamma Wuntha Rakitta Apwe (Rightful Patriots Association) by renaming a lay-only Ma Ba Tha branch that had been in existence since 2014. Several Dhamma Wuntha Rakitta Apwe members announced that they would establish a political party, namely Races-Loving Party United Party and register it. Ma Ba Tha’s subnational chapters in Mandalay Region and Kayin State responded that they would continue to use the name and had applied to the Ministry of Home Affairs to allow them to do so.

Bi-weeklies and weeklies that had been issued by Ma Ba Tha and were full of anti-Islam/Muslim and anti-Christianity/Christian materials stopped. However, the aggressively anti-Islam/Muslim and anti-Christianity/Christian ideology that Ma Ba Tha propagated in the past four years remain. Religion was misused by Ma Ba Tha in the years and months preceding the November 2015 general elections despite constitutional prohibitions against it. Those largely anti-Muslim discourses and activities that had not generally targeted Christianity and Christians changed its course after Henry Van Thio, an ethnic Chin Christian, was appointed as Vice President by the NLD. Myanmar National Network and Patriotic Myanmar Monks Union protested on 2 April 2016 against the appointment on religious grounds.

The NLD government also took action via Ma Ha Na against Ashin Wirathu—arguably, the most controversial and prominent spokesperson of Ma Ba Tha—after the monk praised on social media the suspects who were involved in the assassination on 29 January 2017 of Ko Ni—a prominent Muslim constitutional lawyer and advisor

---


to the NLD.\textsuperscript{181} Ma Ha Na banned the monk from preaching for one year.\textsuperscript{182} Ashin Wirathu defied the order by sitting silently on a plinth at public Buddhist sermons while recordings of his previously-delivered speeches were played in the background or another monk preached on his behalf.\textsuperscript{183} Ma Ha Na chair Bhamo Sayadaw expressly warned that Ashin Wirathu might face imprisonment.\textsuperscript{184} The government failed to take any further action although it initially said that it would sue the monk.\textsuperscript{185} All these actions against Ma Ba Tha and Ashin Wirathu led to protests in May calling for Aung Ko’s apology and resignation without much effect.\textsuperscript{186} On 2 August, nationalist monks and people camped at the foot of the Shwedagon pagoda in Yangon and within the compound of the Maha Muni pagoda in Mandalay—two holiest Buddhist sites in Myanmar—and protested against the NLD government. Aung Ko’s ministry responded on 3 August defending the NLD government as pro-Buddhist, questioned the real intentions of about 35 monks protesting in Mandalay and Yangon, and highlighted possible hidden hands behind.\textsuperscript{187} The protest in Mandalay was dispersed by force by the government, eleven monks and two women detained on 11 August, and the Yangon protest was suspended by the monks themselves afterwards.\textsuperscript{188}

Whether the discourse and activities by Ma Ba Tha and its like-minded groups against Islam and Muslims constituted violations and/or persecution of the latter’s religious freedom has been a recurring question in the past four years or so. Accused as accomplices in anti-Muslim violence, Ma Ba Tha denied on several occasions any direct or indirect role.\textsuperscript{189} However, Ma Ba Tha’s colleagues

\begin{itemize}
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and supporters such as *Myanmar National Network* and *Patriotic Myanmar Monks Union* vilified Islam and discriminated Muslims on several occasions. They invaded Muslim religious buildings and private homes, often resulting in violations of Muslims’ religious freedom. Their actions included: a campaign against mostly Muslim-owned butchers;\(^{190}\) protesting the use of the ethnonym ‘Rohingya’ by the US Embassy;\(^{191}\) protesting against a ship from Malaysia bringing aid for the Rohingya;\(^{192}\) forcefully removing Muslim vendors from Buddhist environments such as pagoda festivals;\(^{193}\) inspecting a Buddhist-owned vendor at the Shwedagon Pagoda because of its Muslim supplier;\(^{194}\) disrupting Muslim religious events held to commemorate Prophet Day;\(^{195}\) inspecting mosques, madrasas, and homes;\(^{196}\) and the forced shutting down of madrasas and mosques for their alleged illegality.\(^{197}\)

So, the accelerating anti-Muslim trend seems to have slowed down from 2016 onwards after the NLD government came to power, especially after *Ma Ba Tha* was banned. Its sequel *Buddha Dhamma Parahita Foundation* continues to exist but is largely defunct. Also, the increasingly heavy-handed approach taken by the NLD government against so-called nationalist monks in 2016 and 2017 seems to have stopped the spread of the movement. Yet, the NLD government has often proven ineffective and inefficient in dealing with certain types of violations of religious freedom of minority Christians and Muslims for two main reasons. In the case of Muslims, alleged illegality of Muslim religious buildings such as mosques, prayer places, and madrasas in a country where Muslims have found it almost impossible to renovate their buildings, let alone build new ones, has emerged as a political and

---
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legal challenge to the government and to the Muslim minority as well. In the case of Christians, the reach of the power of the state remains limited in places such as Kayin State where local ethnic armed groups, militias, and politically connected monks reign. If those groups discriminate or persecute Christians for any reasons, it will be very difficult—if not impossible—for the government to protect Christians’ rights to religious freedom.
Chapter 5

Legal and Non-Legal Responses to Interreligious Tensions in the Contemporary Context

Rampant interreligious tensions and violence from 2012 through 2015 accompanied prevalent hate speech online. It was often a two-way traffic in which both Muslims and Buddhists abused and used strong language against each other. But, messages were predominantly and visibly anti-Islam and -Muslim because Buddhists constitute an absolute numerical majority. Offline, Muslims were more vulnerable to verbal and written vilification because of ubiquity across Myanmar of mildly anti-Muslim 969 stickers and of more vehement Ma Ba Tha’s sermons and publications. Delivered in different channels and in different modes, all these offline and online messages scapegoat Muslims and Islam as the grave enemy of Buddhists and Buddhism. Ironically, it coincided with the opening up of Myanmar from 2011 onwards and liberalization of the media that was extremely censored and repressed in previous decades.

198 PEN Myanmar, Hate Speech: A Study of Print, Movies, Songs and Social Media in Myanmar (Yangon: PEN Myanmar, 2015).


5.1 Liberalization of media and telecommunications

Starting from 2011 onwards, the U Thein Sein government—for which he deserves credit—liberalized media and expression. The Press Scrutiny and Registration Division (PSRD) formed in April 2005—whose predecessor was the Press Scrutiny Board (PSB)—under the Ministry of Information liberalized its censorship policies from check-and-publish (meaning publications need check and approval by the PSB before publishing) to publish-then-check (meaning publications only need to be submitted to the PSB after publishing) in five stages from June 2011 to August 2012.202

Notably, all these liberalizations for a freer media were made as part of the government policy to release the press from censorship and restriction imposed by rules, orders, directives, and memoranda issued under the 1962 Printers and Publishers Registration Law because a new law to replace it was not ready yet. By August 2012 the new government had revoked 38 out of 52 directives and 20 out of 26 memoranda relating to censorship. The remaining directives and memoranda were said to be concerned with registration and classification matters.203 On 20 August 2012, the 48-years-and-2-weeks-old censorship regime first installed on 6 August 1964 became defunct and restrictions on 30,000 internet sites had also been lifted.204

Several legal reform initiatives relating to the print media—most importantly the News Media Law (2014) and Printing and Publishing Enterprise Law (2014)205—were enacted. Amidst all these reforms, old and new private media outlets were increasingly provided freedom to express and licences to issue weeklies and dailies as well.206 A golden age seemed to have arrived because Myanmar media that had

203 Ibid.
206 Before liberalization, some private-owned media such as Eleven Media Group (Weekly Eleven), Myanmar Consolidated Media Co. Ltd. (Myanmar Times), Myanmar Partners Think Tank Group (Voice), and Info Matrix Co. Ltd. (7Day News) were licensed in the 2000s to issue weeklies but they did not enjoy free expression. The first private dailies came out in April 2013, many of which did not survive intense competition in the Myanmar market that has a sizable population of around 51 million but a very low newspaper-reading audience, compounded by market monopoly by the state newspapers and social media popularity.
been almost frozen under censorship and dictatorship began to thaw—acclaimed ‘Burmese Media Spring’ in 2013 by Reporters Sans Frontières (Reporters Without Borders).

Liberalization of the telecommunications sector followed. The people of Myanmar whose majority had not owned mobile phones nor used the internet were introduced to the internet mainly through social media. Facebook with instant Burmese materials on it became the main or only place for Myanmar’s internet newbies. They were exposed to thousands of anti-Muslim and anti-Islam messages and narratives—many allegedly produced by fake accounts. News stories published on Facebook by newspaper and journal outlets first liked, shared, or commented upon by readers were instantly seen by their friends and followers who followed suit. Also, Facebook users produced ‘news’ by writing on their own walls by reporting and commenting on events—genuine, constructed, imagined, or fake. These created an instant Facebook-sphere where news about Rohingya and other Muslims and their alleged insults to Buddhists and Buddhism would go viral literally in minutes, if not in seconds.

Free, unbridled speech that was previously a faraway dream became a reality but it became contentious, hateful, inflammatory, fiery, extreme, or dangerous. Yet, several social media users apparently believed what they saw, read, and heard on Facebook especially when such messages were delivered by someone they knew or popular Ma Ba Tha monks such as Ashin Wirathu. Freedom of the press and expression online and offline—venerated as an inherent quality of democratically enlightened and active civic life or culture and viewed as an optimal solution to
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207 The ‘Spring’—a term copied from accounts of what happened in North Africa and the Middle East from 2010 onwards—was often used to characterize Myanmar’s changes as it provided a ready analogy for describing the reforms in Myanmar. Since Myanmar is a tropical country with most of the people depending on agriculture, a better term, at least for the people of the country, would be ‘Monsoon’.


once-closed Myanmar society and citizenry\textsuperscript{212}—not only improved cohesive civic citizenry but also created social and communal divisions.\textsuperscript{213} Accusations of the assumed role of social media and rampancy of interreligious hate messages led to two types of discourses and measures: legal and non-legal, discussed below.

5.2 Legal discourses and measures

The legal approach to prevent interreligious conflict and hate speech originated in the rule of law discourse that became popular in Myanmar in transition. Having chronically suffered lack of the rule of law, lack of democratic legal development, and use by authoritarian regimes of law as a repressive tool, democrats and civil society groups resorted to advocating for law as an ultimate solution to solve the myriad problems they face. Whereas law (and order) as unjustly made and enforced by successive military authoritarian regimes\textsuperscript{214} is largely viewed as repressive and undesirable, law that is properly made and enforced is concurrently deemed desirable.\textsuperscript{215} Hate speech was no exception in this increasingly legalistic narrative advocating the rule of law. The rule of law discourse emerged as an ideal response to the series of interreligious violent conflicts and consequent hate speech, most prominently promoted by Daw Aung San Suu Kyi who was then a member of the Pyithu Hluttaw (lower house) and chair of its Rule of Law and Tranquility Committee.\textsuperscript{216}

Legal advocacy for a hate speech act never materialized during the U Thein Sein administration despite the president’s repeated promises that he would not allow hate speech. To a parliamentary question raised on 25 June 2013 about the possibility of having a law to prevent hate speech between racial and religious communities that is prohibited by Section 364 of the constitution, then Deputy
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Minister for Home Affairs and Chief of Myanmar Police Force Brig-Gen Kyaw Kyaw Tun admitted that hate speech was one of the major contributing factors to interreligious violence. But he said his ministry had been using several sections from the Penal Code, Code of Criminal Procedure (Sections 127-9, 133, 143-4, and 196), Riot Control Handbook, Police Manual, and Law Relating to the Right of Peaceful Assembly and Peaceful Procession to deal with the issue and another law specifically for hate speech would create confusion among different government staff and agencies and ordinary people as well. It is of course wrong to state that U Thein Sein did nothing about the violence. They were often too quick in charging those who ‘sparked’ violent episodes or became involved later in several instances and often too slow in charging others in other instances.

When it came to power, the NLD continued implementing its legal project to counter hate speech. The late U Ko Ni had reportedly submitted a draft bill to the parliament in 2013 in the aftermath of the Meiktila violence that was never considered. Unlike its predecessor, the NLD government acted in a more serious manner against hate speech. In May 2016, Aung Ko met interfaith groups in Mandalay and Yangon and encouraged them to draft a hate speech and interfaith harmony bill. The Interfaith Dialogue Group comprising leaders of different religions finished a draft in August and sent it to Aung Ko’s ministry and Attorney-General’s office. Aung Ko also requested Ma Ha Na in July to rein in hate speech. Then, Aung Ko’s ministry and Attorney-General’s Office worked to revise and finalize it. It was followed by a review by the ministries of foreign affairs and information—the former ministry is headed by State Counsellor Daw Aung San Suu Kyi who also

---

sought inputs from international experts. The bill was expected to be submitted to the parliament in late 2017.\footnote{Pe Htet Htet Khin, “Daw Aung San Suu Kyi Alters Draft of Hate Speech Law,” \textit{Irrawaddy}, April 3, 2017, \url{https://www.irrawaddy.com/news/burma/daw-aung-san-suu-kyi-alters-draft-hate-speech-law.html}.} Yet, as of mid-2018, the bill seems to have been shelved by the NLD government and the parliament that its representatives dominate most probably because key hate mongers led by Ma Ba Tha and its associates have either become silent or inactive after a crackdown.

In addition to these legal discourses and demands, the civil society also became involved and employed non-legal discourses and measures to help tackle hate speech and ameliorate interreligious tensions that were becoming an obstacle to Myanmar’s ongoing democratization, which is discussed below.

\subsection*{5.3 Non-legal discourses and measures}

Amidst slow legal and social responses from the U Thein Sein administration to interreligious violence, the Myanmar civil society—that was generally both anti-USDP and pro-NLD—launched several initiatives. The active civil society then included, but was not limited to, women’s rights groups, human rights groups, youth groups, and religious groups. They expressly resented slowness of the government and clamoured for stronger legal and governmental action. Then, they initiated four societal responses, often in cooperation with the international community: challenging Ma Ba Tha; anti-hate speech campaigns; interfaith peace and harmony dialogues and events; and hate speech watch projects.

nationalists.\textsuperscript{228} Yet, a large number of Buddhist women convinced by \textit{Ma Ba Tha}'s narrative strongly supported and worked with \textit{Ma Ba Tha}\textsuperscript{229} whose socio-economic assistance programs such as microfinance and humanitarian assistance were apparently helpful for poor people across the country.\textsuperscript{230}

Secondly, the best-known anti-hate speech civil society campaign known as \textit{Panzagar} (Flower Speech) was launched on 4 April 2014 by the ex-political prisoner, blogger, and writer Nay Phone Latt and Myanmar ICT for Development Organization (MIDO) that he founded. \textit{Panzagar} initially distributed pamphlets against hate speech.\textsuperscript{231} It also kept a Facebook page where it launched stickers on 17 February 2015 that could be shared and liked by Myanmar users.

Thirdly, interfaith peace and harmony dialogues, literary talks, and events have increasingly been held since 2013.\textsuperscript{232} The NLD government has continued to encourage those interfaith dialogues, several of which have been attended by Aung Ko.\textsuperscript{233} Strong and extensive international cooperation has been seen in this effort. Several international organizations and groups that focus on religion and peace in general such as Religions for Peace,\textsuperscript{234} International Panel of Parliamentarians for Freedom of Religion or Belief,\textsuperscript{235} and the Institute for Global Engagement\textsuperscript{236} have worked with Myanmar-based organizations such as the International Theravada Buddhist Missionary University, Sitagu International Buddhist Academy, and Interfaith Dialogue Group.

\textsuperscript{234} Religions for Peace (Myanmar), http://mm.rfp.org.
\textsuperscript{235} International Panel of Parliamentarians for Freedom of Religion or Belief, "About IPPFoRB," http://ippforb.com/about/.
Fourthly, several hate speech watch and monitoring projects have also been launched. The project (http://dangerousspeech.org/myanmar/) has worked with other like-minded groups in Myanmar—especially MIDO and its anti-hate speech campaigns—to watch the extent of danger in hate speech. Likewise, several internationally-funded traditional and/or social media watch or monitoring projects—for example, the Center for Diversity and National Harmony’s Early Warning and Early Response Program that watches online hate and conducts research on interfaith harmony or lack thereof across Myanmar\(^\text{237}\) and the Institute for War & Peace Reporting’s media monitoring programme which trains experienced journalists to monitor media outlets\(^\text{238}\)—have been implemented.

As of 2018, all these initiatives by the Myanmar civil society seem to have stopped or become inactive with the NLD in power. The NLD government promoted and held interfaith prayer events in several cities including Yangon and Mandalay in October 2017—apparently to respond to the mounting international criticism against the NLD government in relation to the security operations conducted by the military against the attacks by ARSA in August 2017 and to show Myanmar’s interreligious harmony.\(^\text{239}\) The high-profile events were held by the government claiming to unite the people of Myanmar and attended by government officials, representatives of religions including Buddhist monks and nuns, and people.\(^\text{240}\) However, The NLD had to issue an apology and abandoned the original plan to hold those events across Myanmar due to a controversy over a seating arrangement at an event held in Sintgaing in Mandalay Region on 24 October where Christian and Muslim representatives were seated on the stage while Buddhist novices were in the audience.\(^\text{241}\) Smaller, independent initiatives by interfaith groups remain and events are occasionally held. As of mid-2018, all these societal initiatives encouraged by the local NLD government and by the international community have stopped or become inactive due to the decline of influence of Buddhist nationalist groups.

While they strongly dealt with *Ma Ba Tha* and its supporters, the NLD that is apparently aware of the continued influence of Buddhist identity and politics in Myanmar has also sought the support of *Ma Ha Na* and the Sangha. For example, the Yangon Region Government organized annual New Year’s Buddhist dhamma sermons from 1 to 5 January 2017 and again from 1 to 3 January 2018. Prominent Buddhist monks preached at the high-profile events attended by some two-hundred-and-fifty-thousand lay devotees in 2018. Also, a huge consecration of the Shwedagon Pagoda and communal offering ceremony attended by 18,000 monks and 5,000 nuns was held on 1 January 2018. All these state-led or -organized Buddhist activities show that Buddhism remains a potent social and political force of which the state needs to be aware.

---


6.1 Conclusions

This report has presented the state of religious freedom, the role of the state, and interreligious relations in Myanmar not only as a legal issue/problem but also as a political, social, cultural, ethnic, and religious one. Generally, the Muslim minority—especially the Rohingya—has met the worst discrimination and persecution. But, there is a great diversity within the so-called Muslim minority itself that has been affected by different forms of state-minority relations. Whereas the Rohingya has met outright, blatant discrimination and persecution, other Muslims have suffered milder forms of discrimination.

The report has also shown a variety of state-society relations between the state and the Buddhist majority on the one hand and Christian minorities across Myanmar on the other. Christians in general suffered discrimination, negligence, and occasional persecution amidst militarization but most, if not all, Christians living in Myanmar have seen their lives improved with time and political circumstance. However, they continue to face a few challenges, especially when the state cannot extend its authority to places such as Kayin State where ethnic armed groups, militias, and politically connected Buddhist monks reign.

The report has also discussed the difficult relations between the state and orthodox Buddhist Sangha and smaller, non-orthodox (Buddhist) sects such as Moe Pyar. Since the majority of Buddhists are allied with the orthodox Theravada Buddhist school, those smaller, non-orthodox teachings, practices, and groups have been discriminated against and outlawed by the state in cooperation with Ma Ha Na. This trend of state-Sangha relations is expected to continue whenever such non-orthodoxy arises and impact religious freedom of smaller faiths that break away from or innovate the major religion of Theravada Buddhism.
Special attention has been paid to the emergence of Buddhist nationalism led by *Ma Ba Tha*, its actions and impact on Muslims, law, and politics as well. The previous U Thein Sein government failed to check the growth of anti-Muslim-cum-anti-opposition Buddhist nationalism led by senior, influential monks such as Ywama Sayadaw. Partly because *Ma Ba Tha* has been against the opposition and partly because of the desire to achieve peace and interfaith harmony, the NLD tried its best to control *Ma Ba Tha* and eventually ban it. But anti-Muslim and Buddhist supremacist ideology of *Ma Ba Tha* may take time to vanish. How the NLD government will further deal with it is yet to see. Overall, the NLD government has had a good record of preventing large interreligious violent riots that were seen during the previous administration. However, the issue of the Rohingya and its continued impact on Myanmar’s democratization in general and on Buddhist-Muslim relations in particular may still pose problems for the NLD and Daw Aung San Suu Kyi to keep them in check.

**6.2 Recommendations**

**For the Government of Myanmar**

- A clearer line between monks and politics be drawn and enforced;
- Preparations be made for the potential use of religion in politics by various groups in the 2020 general elections;
- *Ma Ha Na* and senior monks be further encouraged, empowered, and supported to control political and intolerant sections within the Sangha;
- Civic identity shared by all citizens regardless of religious affiliation be promoted;
- Interfaith harmony be promoted;
- Stronger, swifter action be taken against vestiges of intolerant ideologies;
- Religious minority candidates be fielded in the 2020 general elections.
For the International Community

- Deep interrelation between religion, politics, and identity in the context of Myanmar in transition be recognized;
- The role of the government in dealing with intolerant groups be appreciated and encouraged;
- Support for the civil society initiatives be continued and timely response from them be encouraged;
- Experiences and good practices of dealing with matters relating to religion and politics from other countries be shared;
- Preparations be made for the potential use of religion in politics by various groups in the 2020 general elections.
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